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THE U. S» PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE AND THE WAR

Thomas Parran, Surgeon General

Reprint from Journal of the American Medical Association
August 14, 1943

The wide range of activities in the U. S, Public Health Service calls
for a diversification of medical talent seldom encountered in a single or-

ganization. At the present time more than 1,800 physicians are employed
full time in the Public Health Service. Almost as many hold commissions in
the inactive reserve or are serving part time or on a consultant basis.

The legal functions of the service cover the three broad divisions of

medicine, namely research, clinical practice and public health practice..
During the war these activities have been greatly expanded and new tasks
have fallen to the lot of Public Health Service physicians. In fact, 90

per cent of our manpower, material and money have been channeled into di-
rect war work. Virtually all of the research has been turned to new prob-
lems arising from the conditions of global war. Many confidential studies
have been undertaken at the request of other branches of the government.
Tropical medicine, industrial toxicology, aviation medicine and nutrition
have captured the interest of our physicians in the research arm of the ser-
vice. The production 6f vaccines, blood plasma and other biologic products
has expanded greatly.

In our hospitals hearly 80 per cent of the patients arc members of the
Merchant Marine, the Coast Guard, the Army and the Navy. The Public Health
Service furnishes medical cure for the entire personnel of the Coast Guard
in the same -way in which the Navy Medical Corps provides medical care for

the personnel of the Navy. Coast Guard patients treated in our hospitals
have more than doubled since Pearl Harbor. I'edical care is now extended by
law to the families of coast guardsmen.

An increasing number of women and children are applying for admission
to the marine hospitals, principally dependents of coast guardsmen. The ad-
dition of this valuable experience has made possible the development of

clinical research in our hospitals, and with dramatic results. In 1942, a

method for relieving the pain of childbirth was developed by Drs. Hingson
and Edwards, two of our young officers at the Marine Hospital, Stapleton,N.Y.
Leaders in the medical profession consider this an outstanding contribution.
Possibilities exist for the use of continuous caudal analgesia in surgical
fields and are being explored. The originators of the method have demonstrat-
ed at a number of medical schoo^.

In our cooperutive program with the War Shipping Administration for

medical care of trainees and members of the Merchant Marine we have expanded
psychiatric work in the Publi.c Health Service. Already an important field
in our hospitals for the treatment of narcotic drug addicts, in the medical
and psychiatric service of federal prisons and in St. Elizabeths Hospital,
psychiatry is now being turned to the prevention and treatment of psychic
effects of enemy attacks on 'merchant seamen.



Public Health Service physicians are now on duty in practically every
theater of war. Many are seeing actual combat as medical officers of the

Coast Guard cutters. Others have been assigned to the Army in India and in

the Southwest Pacific under the command of Generals Stilwell and IviacArthur.

Another group of young physicians is doing a superb job under exceedingly
arduous conditions. They are. responsible for the medical care of 20,000
men who are constructing the Alaska Highway. Their patients are dispersed
over a distance of 1,500 miles of virgin territory. As the highway has pro-
gressed northward they have had to move hospital supplies and equipment over

great distances with inadequate transportation and in subarctic weather.

Other medical officers are serving- with the United States Typhus Commis-
sion in Africa, with the Army in Panama in connection with venereal disease
work and in Trinidad as members of the Anglo-American Commission.

Pour of our doctors are in the first health expeditionary force to enter
a foreign country after the reoccupation of Axis held territory. Assigned
to the Office of Foreign Relief and Rehabilitation, they arc in Africa and
are working with local public health authorities and phjrsieians to assure
ado.quatfe medical' supplies, allot food to combat widespread nutritional
diseases among the native population and to improve native sanitation, malaria a.

and typhus control for the protection of American troops in the area. The
Office of Foreign Relief and Rehabilitation has requested the service to un-
dertake the recruitment and training of the medical and sanitary personnel
who will be needed as this important work expands to other war areas.

At the request -of the Army a number of additional officers have attend-
ed the course in military government at the University of Virginia, and those
who have completed the training are now on active duty.

For now and for the future, I would recommend to the medical student
that he devote as much time end effort as possible to the study of public
health methods and administrative medicine. In the past there has been
scant attention to these subjects in our undergraduate schools. Yet their
importance both in this country and in our international 'relationships is

apparent. The day is rapidly passing when the training of public health
physicians by the trial und error method' of "experience" will suffice. Al-
ready postgraduate training in public health is being required of young flfc

physicians who have no compensating experience as a qualification for em-
ployment in state and local agencies.

The emergency made it necessary for the Public Health Service to re-
cruit hundreds of physicians for assignment to public health positions in the
states.. To compensate, at least in some degree, for deficiencies, in public
health training, as well as to inculcate new employees in the policies and
procedures of the Public Health Service, an orientation course was developed.
Recruits were assigned to the course for the first six weeks of their employ-
ment. Lectures by experts in various fields, seminars, problem solving,
and field practice under supervision of. a state health department were the
methods utilized in the intensive training of physicians, many of whom wore
soon to be "on their own" in war communities which had never had a public
health service before.

Within the total field of public health practice, two other specialties
are expanding with amazing speed under the pressure of war. These are in-
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dustrii L h; ten and nutrition.

In 1942 tho cl an of tho Council on Industrial Health of the .-jneri-

can Lledical Association stated bhat teaching in this field is inadequate in

most of our medical schools. He pointed out that, ironically enough, the

Woman's Medical College of Pennsylvania devotes rore time to tho subject
.her school. Medical students and interns should certainly obtain

a sufficient grounding in industrial medicine to rec Lb/Lliti

in the field.

Tho United Nations Conference on food and Agriculture, held at Hot
Springs, v'a., Lay IS to June 8, 1943, placed an important responsibility on

public health ana medicine, in seeking the national ana worldwide goal of bet-

b r nutrition. The conference\reoognized that at all stages of a nutrition
program, from tho recognition ox malnutrition in a community to its elimi-
nation, knowledge of the human body is essential. Because they possess and
can contribute this knowledge, physicians h \ primary responsibility in

ievelopment and application of a nutrition policy. .Ileal student
can look forward to mi

: mere significant contribution through the
study of human nutrition, i.iodejrn nutrition—already one of tho scientific
miracles of our tines— is a dynamic' science on the threshold of fresh dis-
coveries. It offers the student ; rich field for exploration and practice.

In the past, war "with all its destruction has been a catalyzer in the

progress of medicine, surgery, and public health. Already important eke.

are being reported in military; medicine. Cn the public health front, ad-

?es are beirg made. 7e are\rainihg new knowledge, devising new methods
and new approaches. Our attacks* on malaria, tuberculosis and venereal dis-
eases have been sharpened by tho development of n . i pons. Today, in the

protection of our armed forces and the civilian population, and tomorrow,
in the reconstruction to peace, the public health physician is an essential
man whose knowledge and skill serve his country through constructive team-
work with the military surgeon and the private practitioner.
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Abstract of and Excerpts from Lccturo on

CO/L IS3T0;:t:D CORPS, U.S.P.h.S.

by

rron F. Draper, Assistant to the Surge-on Generi I

my of you who are attending those orientation courses have questions
about the Service, the uniforms, relations with the military forces, oppor-
tunities in public work in the future, after the war is ov>.r.

I cannot a: sw r all your questions nor pr diet what the future will
hold but

,

perhaps by outlining certain trends which are discernible, I can
assist a little in this orienting process.

At this time we aro getting ready to assist in the rehabilitation
program' in Europe after the war. In fact, three of our officers are now
in Africa, endeavoring to find out how we can best assist, what the most
pressing medical and sanitation problems are. 17c are detailing three or

four medicrl ana ,ngineerihg officers to attend each oight-wouk training
cours~, held by the Army at Charlottesville, Virginia, to train officers
to participate in administrative work in occupied countries, us the
military forces of the United Nations move in, and take over the reins
of government. The Public Health Service is definitely planning to
assist- in the rehabilitation program in Europe. 17c are the only country
with trained personnel, medical supplies and resources to assist in the
public health field, for the resources ir. Europe arc becoming very low.

Not only is the rehabilitation job in i 11 parts of the --orld great,
but there has been a definite broi deiiing of medicine and allied fields,
so that I think wc may say that for some time after the war no public
health officers, sanitary engineer or sanitarian, public health nurse or

laboratory * ,rorker "rill lack for something to do. More than that public
opinion is such that it will now support a breeder public health program.

IVhen our medical officers return to America, wc should have v. plan worked
out so that they can be effectively used. \\ shall huv m ny people seek-

ing employment. It is likely that a broad public works program will b-

undertaken and perhaps the needed facilities for diagnostic work and for

hospitals may be built in this progrixi. My experience in dealing with
young medical officers about to enter the public Health Service has con-

vinced me that the tulents of the young physicians are not employed to

best advantage" under the present system. Perhaps the hospital

facilities so badly needed in rural America can o<- provided with Federal

assistance and the medical men utilized more fully by a progrum v/hich

the medical mon will work out themselves to give services to the medically

dy - not en a charity basis, but on a sound basis in which perhaps the

Federal Government may participate. It is imperative that medical ser-

vices be provided for rur; 1 America.

There L.re many problems upon which the doctors can work, including

T. B., cancer, etc. '7c huve made progress on the preventable diseases of

the younger groups of our citizens, but done very little in extending life

expectancy for the persons of 4 5 years of age or older.

( over)



A word about the Service and its relation to the armed forces. Tie

are not in the military service but_ legislation toward this end is novr
being considered. 438 officers, approximately one-fourth of the Corps,
are now assigned to work with the armed forces in some capacity. The
Army is engaged full time with military matters and depends upon the
Public Health Service to develop relationships in civilian health
activities. Te have Liaison Officers established in Service Command
Headquarters who understand the needs of the military forces. Also
the work we -do in research that is of direct importance to the armed
forces.

\ie wear the uniforms similar to those of the Army and Navy, except
for the Corps device. The compensation and rank of Commissioned Officers
are along the same lines as tho Medical Corps of the Army and Navy. The
President determines the uniforms for tho U. S. public Health Service as

for the Army and Navy. Our Corps of 1600 regular and reserve officers is

too small for a distinctive uniform of its own and it is preferable to
have it blend with those of the Army and Navy, since our officers are

constantly working with them.

It appears to me that the public health field is undergoing constant
extension and one thing seems certain in tho future that medicine and the

allied fields of medicine as thoy broaden will, offer more opportunities
for medical people and those associated in the field of medicine.



Abstract of and Excerpts from Lecture on

PURPOSE-SCOPE OF THE U.S. PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE ORIENTATION PR0GRA3

19U1 - 19U3 ' .-.

by

Senior Surgeon M. V, Zieglor, U. S. Public Health Service

The Surgeon General of the U. S. Public Health Service on April 7,

194.1, at th request of the Conference of State and Territorial Health .

Officers inaugurated an "In-Service" training plan to instruct nor; pub-
lic health personnel with respect to States Relations policies'. During
194-1 and 1942, eleven courses attended by over seven hundred persons
were carried on for periods of one month each at the National Institute
of Health, Bethosda, Maryland. Subsequent field training was given by
the States to which these lease-lend nodical officers, public health
nurses, sanitary engineers, and laboratory workers were assigned.

The primary objective of the Orientation program has been to appraise
th

. skill? end capacities of those net; recruits in the public health field
and give them an insight into the rapidly expanding field of medical,
sanitation and nursing activities, brought about by the war. The head-
quarters for this intensive course of instruction was established at the
National Institute of Health, Bethcsda, Maryland, Here well equipped
lecture halls, conference rooms, teaching and library facilities were
available. The emergency first aid and medical care section of the
National Institute of Health cooperated in clinic demonstrations in
respect tc immunization and vaccination procedures. Laboratories of

the Industrial Hygiene Division were utilised in the instruction. The
Division of Personnel and Accounts, in addition to the responsibility
cf recruiting the technical personnel, instruct e-d then concerning
Civil Service and Commissioned Corps practices.

Through the cooperation of the Advisory Council made up of

representatives of the leading public health colleges of the United
States certain outstanding lecturers visited the National Institute of

Health each month. Ninety per cent of the instruction was given by the
members of the U. S, Public Health Service. Particular emphasis was
laid upon the cooperative relationships with State health departments
and oth^r federal agencies engaged in war work. Among the Universities
cooperating closely were Columbia, Johns Hopkins, Pennsylvania and
North Carolina.

The work of the Liaison Officers of the Public Health Service
with Army and Navy personnel was mad? clear. The important role of
venereal diseases in war areas was outlined by federal and State
health department r -pr sontatives. Problems, quizzes and individual
conferences took up much time in this educational effort. The use of

ral funds, granted by the Congress to State and local health
departments through the Public Health Servic: to reduce preventable
disease was depicted by all the Assistant Surgeons General. Industrial
hygiene practices in the war industries were demonstrated on the screen
and in the nearby laboratories,

(over)
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Malaria control, water,, milk and food sanitation practic ?s received
a substantial proportion of the student's time.

The prccedure was established of assigning each doctor, nurse or

engineer to one of the nine District offices, then to the State con-
taining the war area in which he was to work, and generally two weeks
of field training was given in the Stat:- or local health department.

The 808 persons who attended thirteen courses during 1941, 194-2,

and 194-3 are for the most pert now at work in the 48 States and Puerto
Rico, Hawaii and Alaska, filling in the gaps caused by the withdrawal
of State personnel for military service.
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UNITED STATES PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE

Bethesda, Maryland'*

Thomas Parran, Surgeon General
Warren F. Draper, Assistant to the Surgeon General
L. R. Thompson, Chief Inspection Officer

Division of Commissioned Personnel
Assistant Surgeon General P. M. Stewart in charge

Division of Foreign and Insular Quarantine and Immigration
Assistant Surgeon General G. L. Dunnahoo in charge

Division of Marine Hospitals and Relief
Assistant Surgeon General W. F. Ossenfort in charge

Division of Mental Hygiene
Assistant Surgeon General Lawrence Kolb in charge

Division of Sanitary Reports and Statistics
Assistant Surgeon General E. R. Coffey in charge

Division of States Relations
Assistant Surgeon General J. W. Mountin in charge

Division of Venereal Diseases
Assistant Surgeon General R. A. Vonderlehr in charge

National Institute of Health
Assistant Surgeon General R. E. Dyer, Director

*Bethesda, Maryland, is the temporary headquarters of the
United States Public Health Service. The permanent, head-
quarters on Constitution Avenue, "'ashington, D. C, is
occupied by Combined Chiefs of Staff, United States and
Great Britain.

(over)



The United States Public Health Service is 145 years old. Its ancestry
goes back to the Marine Hospital Service established by Act of Congress in

1798 to take care of sick and injured seamen. The custon prevailed at that

tine of putting these unfortunates ashore at the most convenient port and

leaving than to shift for themselves.

People of compassion from the waterfront to the halls of Congress spoke
|

out against this inhumanity. Others objected because they feared infection.

Still others argued against the practice because they had found themselves
with sick seamen on their hands. The economic argument cane from people who ,

foresaw the importance of the merchant marine to the new nation and felt that
provision should be made for the men of this service.

Out of this usual mixture of motives the Marine Hospital Service was
born. Twenty cents a month was collected from the seamen by the Collectors
of Customs for hospitalization and turned over to the Treasury Department.
The new Marine Hospital Service, consequently, was put under the Treasury,
and there it remained throughout its changing nature and fortunes for many
years.

In 1902, Congress changed the name to the Public Health and Marine w
Hospital Service, and in 1912 changed it again to the United States Public
Health Service. In 1939, the Service was transferred from the Treasury
Department to the new Federal Security Agency which had been formed to bring
the health and welfare agencies of the government under one common head.

The commissioned officers of the Public Health Service hold commissions
similar to those in the medical corus of the Army and Navy. The five grades
from assistant surgeon to medical director correspond to the grades from 1st
lieutenant to colonel in the Army Medical Corps and from 1st lieutenant,
junior grade, to captain in the Naval Medical Corps. Commissions in the
Public Health Service are held by physicians, dentists, engineers, and other
professional and technical personnel.

War's unprecedented demands upon the Public Health Service have increased
the ranks of all classes of personnel. The Service now has nearly 600 regular
officers on active duty and 72 waiting orders. Reserve officers number ovA
1600. More than 1200 nurses are on duty at headquarters, in hospitals, and
at other stations. Altogether the Service has over 17,000 employees.

The evolution ef the United States Public Health Service from a hospital
agency into a national health department is practically synonymous with the
development of the public health movement itself. The agency was charged with
m-sre duties as more comprehensive attempts were made to prevent disease.

Medical officers of the early marine hospitals in American ports became
familiar with diseases brought int-v the country from abroad — cholera, olague,
yellow fever, smallpox. As they became specialists, they were looked te" as
keepers of the country's ports against the entry of communicable disease.
Inevitably the agency to which they belonged was charged by Congress with this
auty, which is referred to as foreign quarantine. A very modern aspect of the
work of foreign quarantine may be seen at airports of entry where planes are
sprayed and passengers inspected in the never-ending watchfulness against
yellow fever.



The domestic counterpart of this work -- known as domestic quarantine —
is that of preventing disease from spreading across State borders or within
States. Officers of the Marine Hospital Service were authorized from tine to

time to help local health authorities fight epidemics. Control of communi-
cable disease was eventually incorporated into the legal responsibility of

the Servi.ce. A good example of the constant activity of the Public Health

Service to keep disease from traveling is the inspection of water supplies

and sanitary facilities of interstate carriers - buses, trains and airplanes.

Over the course of the years, the Public Health Service and the State
governments worked into a close partnership to prevent disease and promote
health. During the 1930' s, two notable pieces of legislation gave the

Federal partner funds with which to back the work of the States by grants-
in-aid — Title VI of the Social Security Act and the Federal Venereal Dis-
ease Control Act.

The cooperative health work of the Federal-State partnership stood the

country in good stead when war approached. In preparing for war, we ac-
quired strategic areas of mobilization and war production, areas receiving
an influx of new populations. The Public Health Service and the State and
local health authorities have been working zealously to expand health ser-
vices in these endangered regions.

During the years when the Public Health Service was evolving, research
became increasingly important. The best means toward preventing disease is
to find out what causes it. "'Where?" was the big question in early public
health attempts to control epidemics. But it was the "'"Thy?" of innumer-
able investigators, famous and obscure, that led to our present freedom from
the ravages of infectious disease.

The research branch of the Public Health Service started as a small
laboratory in a marine hospital. In 1901, Congress established within the
Service the Hygienic Laboratory -which was authorized to investigate infec-
tious and contagious diseases. In 1912, the authorization was extended to
all diseases of man.. In 1930, the name was changed to the National Institute
of Health. One of the many lines of research that h.-is brought fame to the
Institute was Goldberger's investigation of the cause and cure of pellagra.
In 1937, the National Cancer Act added the National Cancer Institute to the
National Institute of Health.

Good public health statistics became more and more necessary as the
prevention of disease was undertaken on an ever greater scale. The Public
Health Service .collects and publishes reports of disease prevalence in the
United'States and foreign countries, and compiles and publishes laws, regula-
tions and court decisions relating to public health.

Health education grew up as we gained knowledge of diseases and how to
revent or cope with them. The Public Health Service usjs all the modem

media for reaching the public — the printed word, the graphic arts, radio
and motion pictures.

(over)



As the Public Health Service acquired diverse duties in the course of the

years, its responsibilities for giving medical and hospital care also in-

creased. The marine hospitals now number 25. One is a tuberculosis sanatori-
um at Fort Stanton, New Mexico. One is the national leprosarium at Carville,
Louisiana. The other marine hospitals are general hospitals. They are still

the hospitals for our merchant seamen, and for a vast number of other poten-
tial patients as well. Coast Guardsmen, members of the Coast and Geodetic
Survey, beneficiaries of the Employees Compensation Commission and other
specified groups are entitled to care in these hospitals.

Two unique narcotic hospitals for the treatment and rehabilitation of
drug addicts are operated by the Service at Fort Worth, Texas, and Lexington,
Kentucky.

Two old and famous hospitals of Washington, D. C., were brought under
the administration of the Public Health Service in 194-0 by executive order.
St. Elizabeths, established in 1855, is responsible for the care of the
mentally ill among members of the armed forces, residents of the District of
Columbia, and certain other groups. Freedmen's Hospital for Negroes was
founded in 1865 to provide for the freed Negroes.

The far-flung duties with which the Public Health Service has gradualIP
been charged -as it evolved into a national department of health are dis-
charged by various ciivisions under the administration of the Surgeon General.

The Office of the Surgeon General . Assignments of the commissioned
personnel are determined in this office. All Civil Service appointments and
problems are handled here and fiscal and budgetary affairs of the Service.
This office administers the 9 district offices of the Public Health Service.
It handles certain special projects such as the administration of Public
Health Service funds for the medical care of civilians injured by enemy action
and of civilians evacuated from combat zones.

Division of Commissioned Personnel . The affairs of the commissioned
officers are handled here. The division recruits and interviews candidates
for the commissioned farce, has charge of leaves of absence, travel orders
and other details in the official life of the officers.

Division of Foreign and Insular Quarantine and Immigration . This
division carries out the early public health duty imposed upon the Service
of keeping disease from entering the country. Diseases are" kept out of the
country by qur.n.ntin. cx^nination :md treatment of n .ritirc vessels, air-
craft, tr vcllc.rs r.nd crows.

m
Division of Marine Hospitals and Relief . This division operates theanne hospitals, dispensaries of the Public Health Service, and also TPreed-

men's Hospital. Medical and dental officers of this division are assigned
to the Coast Guard, the Maritime Commission, the Alaska Highway oroiect and
other posts.



Divi sion n£ Mental Hygi.ne . This division operates the two Service
hosoitals for the care and rehabilitation of drug addi eta. It also super-

vises and furnishes medical and psychiatric care in Federal penal and correc-

tional institutions. Studies are made into drug addiction and mental dis-

3ase. The division is charged with investigating the legitimate needs for

narcotic drugs.

Division of Sanitary Reports and Statistic s. This is an office of health
information. A staff of writers and artists prepare the wide range of
material used in the promotion of health. Public Health Reports-, a v/eekly

publication, carries data on the prevalence of disease and reoorts on the labo-

ratory and field studies conducted by members of the Public Health Service.

Division of States Relations . Cooperative health worlc with the States
for the control of disease and the improvement of public health programs is
the specialty of this division. It carries cut the provisions of Title VI
of the Social Security Act, makes grants to the States, and furnishes advi-
sory services to the States,

Division cf Venereal Diseases. This division works with the States in
preventing the venereal diseases and bringing them under control. It ad-
ministers the Federal Venereal Disease Control Act, and allocates grants-in-
aid to the States under this Act.

National Institute H..alth and National Cancer Institute. All the
diseases of mankind make us the field of endeavor for this research branch of
the Public Health Service.

The National Institute of Health is charged with insuring safe and
standard biologic products such as vaccines, serums, antitoxins, toxoids
and arsenicals. All such products are examined by experts of the Institute.

Headquarters of the National Institute of Health and the National Cancer
Institute aix located in Montgomery County, Maryland, a few miles beyond the

District of Columbia.
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WASHINGTON, D. C.

Outline of Lecture: ORGANIZATION AND ACTIVITIES
STATES RELATIONS DIVISION

by

Joseph W. Mountin
Assistant Surgeon General

U. S. Public Health Service

ORGANIZATION

1. Central Office

Basic

(a

(b

(c

(d

(e

(f

(g
(h

(i)

General Administration
Budgets and Accounts
Operations Control
S3nitation
Dentistry
Nvrsing
Tuberculosis Control
Plague Control
T 1 phus Control

Emergency

(a) Recruitment and Training
(b) Hospital Planning
(c) Medical Service
(d) Malaria Control

Centre! office is c.\ -erned with securing appropriations, formulating
general poMoies, rer^lt r-rg consultation service, and exercising general
supervision over field activities.

> 2 ' District Of 'ie >«

No. 1 Now York, New York ;

No. 2 Washington, D. C.

No. 3 Chicago, Illinois
No. 4 New Orleans, Louisiana
No. 5 San Francisco, California
No, 6 San Juan, Puerto Rico
No. 7 Kansas City, Missouri
No. 8 Denver, Colorado
No. 9 San Antonio, Texas

Each district is under the charge of a director. The staff is composed
of one or more representatives of the basic public health professions, to-
gether with the necessary clerical, administrative, and fiscal personnel.
District offices function for- the several divisions of tho U. S. Public
Health Service on all matters except those pertaining to scientific research,
routine operation of fixed stations, and foreign quarantine.



Corps Area No. 1

Corps Area No, 2

Corps Area No. 3

Corps Area No. 4

Corps Area No. 5

Corps Area No. 6

Corps Area No. 7

Corps Area No. 8

Corps Area No. g

Dr. Mountin

3, Liaison Offices

- Boston, Massachusetts
- New York. New York
- Baltimore, Maryland
- Atlanta, Georgia
- Columbus, Ohio
- Chicago, Illinois
- Omaha, Nebraska
- San Antonio, Texas
- Fort Douglas, Utah

Department of Puerto Rico - San Juan, Puerto Rico

Department of Hawaii > Honolulu, T. H.

One medical officer is assigned to headquarters of each Corps Area or

Department, His purpose is to facilitate operating relationships between
military and civil health authorities. He docs not have direct administra-
tive authority or responsibility in relation to either the military or the
civil groups of the population.

- NORMAL ACTIVITIES -

1. Grants to States (Title VI Social Security Act) - Purpose is to equal-
ize opportunities for health of population groups living under varying
cocial

t
eocn -mic, or environmental circumstances.

(a) Adm ri strati on:

$11,000, -CO disbursed annually to the several States for support of

Ftate and loral health services, including training of personnel. Regula-
tions goverr^.ng the u.'c v" ^hose funds are promulgated by the Surgeon
General afte: consulted;! :r '-nth State and Territorial health authorities.
State health depar'r.mejiX responsible for preparation of program, submission
of budgets, and cpoiaticn of service. Money apportioned among States, in
accordance with their population, financial needs, and special health prob-
lems. In some States the State health department performs service directly;
in others a large proportion of both State and Federal funds are paid to
political subdivisions for support of local health department activities.

(b) Supervisory and advisory services:

U. S. Public Health Service responsible for review of programs, budgets,
and merit systems, and for audit of accounts* Consultation is rendered in
the major public health specialties, such as: sanitary engineering, food and
milk sanitation, public health nursing, tuberculosis control, and mental
hygiene

.

Note: Title V, Social Security Act administered by U, S. Children's
Eureau; Venereal Disease Control Act, by Venereal Disease Division, U. S,

Public Health Service; registration of births and deaths by U. S. Census
Eureau.
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(c) Personnel braining:

Each your about 1000 persons are given opportunity for training.
Such training may include resident study at schools of hygiene, traveling
fellowship, or supervised experience. Person recommended for training by
State health officer and application approved by Surgeon General.

2. Interstate Quarantine - Purpose is to prevent transmission of diseases
by persons and articles that move through channels of commerce from one State
into another:

(a

(b

(c

(d

(e

(f

u

Sanitation of trains, busses, airplanes, and vessels.
Supervision over production and picking of shellfish.
Sterilization of garbage.
Abatement of stream pollution.
Supervision over travel of infectious persons.
Supervision over shipment of infectious animals.
Supervision over shipment of infectious articles of trade,

Note; Large part of basic inspection done by States; U. S. Public
Health Service certifies as to character and adequacy of the State system.

3. Prevention of Epidemics - Purpose is to assist in eradication of select-
ed endemic diseases and in the control of acute outbreaks of disease. A sub-
stantial part of the appropriation is held in reserve for emergencies to be
released upon recommendation of the Surgeon General. The program varies,
depending upon several factors, namely,

(a) Occurrence of major outbreaks of serious disease, particularly
if interstate or international spread threatens.

(b) Occurrence of disasters, especially floods which disrupt opera-
tion of health and sanitation facilities.

Note: Except under unusual circumstances or where U. S. Public Health
W Service has exclusive jurisdiction, all work is undertaken in cooperation

with State health agencies.

4. Cooperation with other Federal Agencies:

(a) National Park Service - periodic health surveys of national parks
and monuments; design and supervision over Operation of sanitary installations,

(b) Maritime Commission - Review of plans with regard to health and
sanitation installations for new vessels.

(c) Office of Indian Affairs - General advisory and- supervisory service,
in relation to sanitation on Indian reservations.

(d) Farm Security Administration - Administration cf health and sani-
tation program, through assignment of personnel.
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(e) Work Projects Administration - Review of project proposals in-

volving health and sanitation, submitted by State and local sponsors; tech-
nical supervision of projects covering community sanitation, malaria control,
and mine sealing.

- WAR-TIME ACTIVITIES -

1. Redirection or Intensification of Normal Activities:

(a) Assignment of additional regular and reserve personnel to medical
department of Coast Guard.

(b) Diversion of Title VI grants to support of special war activities
and to support of general work in war areai (those of military or industrial
concentration)

.

(c) Medical care of seamen; consultation with Maritime Commission in

respect to sanitary features of design and operation of ships.

2. Emergency Health and Sanitation Activities:

(a) Recruitment and training of emergorcy personnel (Orientation Course)
for assignment to war areas.

(b) Organization and/ or strengthening of local health services in war
areas

.

(c) Conduct of special programs for control of malaria, typhus fever,

and plague in war areas.

(d) Tuberculosis case-finding among industrial workers and among
draftees

.

(e) Industrial hygiene (organized under national Institute of Health).

3. Nurse-training:

(a) Grants to schools for increasing enrollment in basic nursing
education.

(b) Grants to schools for support of refresher courses for inactive
nurses who desire active duty.

(c) Grants to schools for postgraduate instruction in the various
specialties of nursing.

(d) General advisory and supervisory assistance in relation to oper-
ation of above program.
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4. Cooperation with other Federal Agoncies:

(a) Army and Navy - Protection of health of military forces outside
of military reservations, general advisory service on industrial hygiene
in arsenals

.

(b) Manpower Commission - General advisory assistance.

(c) State Department - General advisory assistance.

(d) Office of Civilian Defense - Assignment of personnel for operation
of medical section in both central and regional offices, operation of blood
bank for civilian war casualties, care of persons injured as result of eneny
action.

(e) War Production Board - General advisory assistance in relation to
materials affecting health and sanitation.

(f) Federal Public Housing Authority - Assignment of personnel for
operation of health section. Future program contemplates at least first-aid
and nursing service in dormitories.

(g) Federal Works Agency - Certification as to public health necessity
of projects to be constructed under provisions of Community Facilities (Lanham)
Act; consultation service, in respect to design and operation of hospitals,
health centers, water, and sewerage installations; sponsorship of community
sanitation projects involving privies, septic tanks, wells, and garbage
collection.

(h) War Relocation Authority - General supervisory and advisory ser-

vice in relation to health and sanitation of Japanese in reception centers.

(i) Office of the Coordinator of Inter-American Affairs - General con-
sultation service on matters of construction and operation of health and
sanitation facilities, sponsored by this agency in the Central and South
American Republics.

(j) Procurement and Assignment Service - General advisory assistance,
especially with respect to criteria for determining State quotas for physi-
cians, and in respect to deferment of persons in public health positions.
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V. CHE DISTRICT OFFICE - U. S. PUBLIC -HEALTH SERVICE

by

Medical Director V.'. K. Sharp, Director, U.S.P.H.S. District No. 2

Just before the last war, Medical Director U.S.P.H.S., L. L. Lumsden,
now retired, the father of county health work, and one of the countr- '

leading epidemiologists and his associates, carried on demonstrations -

sanitary surveys in strategically located counties over the United States -

to establish the basic principles or rural sanitation and county health work
under full-time trained direction. Specific appropriations of 025,000 v

made by Congress for the development of rural health service (1917) in

cooperation with State health departments.

'

"The, enactment of the Social Security Act in 1935 (appropriation S

million dollars) and the Venereal Disease Control Act in 1936 (appropria-
tion nearly 12 million dollars) is the result of public opinion for health
work and marks the turning point of public health in this country.

"'In the District office, there are stationed medical officers, experi-
enced sanitary engineers, public health nursing consultants, budget officers
and other technical personnel who are trained and experienced in public
health administration. Assisted by the above professional staff the District
Directors extend their cooperative services to the respective states on

all matters pertaining to financial and technical aid in connection with
Title VI of the Social Security Act, the Venereal Disease Control Act and
other cooperative Federal-state r3lati.0nsh.ip. These district offices are
in reality a branch of the Public Health Service.

"When a Public Health Service officer is assigned to a State to assist
in carrying out a sanitation or public health program, he becomes for "the

time being eart and parcel of that local or State health department." It

cannot be too strongly impressed upon each eerson in attendance at the
Orientation Course that "personnel employed by State and local health
agencies under Title VI of the Social Security Act, the special Venereal'
Disease Control Act, and those employed by the Public Health Service and
assigned to States under the National Defense Program se^ve and se vve
pnly under the direction and supervision of the official State agencies, under
authority of State and local laws and regulations in the same manner as

any other State or local employee."

In the early days of public health work, many of the medical officers
of the Service were assi ;ned to States, and acted as State health commission-
ers, and Public Health Service engineers served as the State sanitar
engineers. Then when the work was well established with capable State
medical officers and engineers in charge the Service personnel was with-
drawn to serve another State. :h the same plan is now being followed
by the Service in order to supply trained doctors, nurses and engineers
to the States where no-, '.v - :amps or war industrial plants are under
development and a great need is felt for sanitation and medical services.

(over)
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In every great emergency, whether a war, flood, or drought, public
health work has expanded and grown.

"It appears that not only in this war but following it, public health
workers will be needed more than ever in America and throughout the world.

"It is quite likely that many of the persons now entering public health
for the first 'time will 'continue in this field of activity permanently if
a real effort is mp.de to adjust themselves in the community of State to
which they are assigned.

"From a lifetime of effort in the Public Health, I can assure you that
you are now a part of the finest oody of public health workers in the to rid1

.

I hope that you prove equal to the demands which the States will make upon
you and live up to the high ideals of the U. S. Public Health Service."'



DISTRICT DIRECTORS

(As of October 1, 1943)

Medical Director R. C. Williams
Director, IT . s . T

.

T
I . S . District No. 1

Sub-Treasury Building
15 Pine Street
New York 5, New York

Connecticut
Delaware
Maine
Me ssachusetts
New Hampshire

New Jersey
New York
Pennsylvania'
Rhode Island
Vermont

Medical Director W. K. Sharp, Jr.

Director, U.S.F.H.S. District No. 2

National Institute of Health
Bethesda 14, Maryland

".'ashington, D.

Maryland
North Carolina
Virginia
West Virginia

C.

Medical Director Frank V. Meriwether
Director, U.S.P.H.S. District No. 3

U.S. Customhouse
610 Canal Street
Chicago, 7, Illinois

Illinois
Indiana
Kentucky

O&io
V.'i s c ons'in

Michigan

Medical Director Charles L. Williams
Director, U.S.P.H.S. District No. 4

150 Baronne Street
1307 Pere Marquette Building
New Orleans 12, Louisiana

Alabama
Florida
G-eorgia

South Carolina

Mississippi
Tennesse
Louisiana

Medical Director Salter Harrison
Director, U.S.P.H.S. District No.

1223 Flood Building
San Francisco 2, California

Alaska
Arizona
Nevada

> lifornia
Oregon
Washington

Medical Director P.. A. Vonderlehr
Director, U.S.P.H.S. District Ho. 6

San Juan, Puerto Rico
Puerto Rico Virgin Islands

Medical Director C. C. Applewhite
Director, U.S.P.H.S. District No. 7

215 West Pershing Road
Kansas City 8, Missouri

Arkansas
I owa

Kansas
Missouri
Oklahoma

Nebraska
North Dakota
Minnesota
South Dakota

(over)



Medical Director Fred T. Foard
Director, U.S.P.H.S. District No.

617 Colorado Building
16th and California Streets
Denver 2 Colorado

Colorado
Idaho
Montana

Utah
Wyoming

Medical Director K. E„ Miller
Director, U.S.P.H.S. District No. 9

831 Mercantile Bank Building
Commerce at Ervay
Dallas 1, Texas

Texas New Mexico

Medical Director Robert H. Onstott
Director, U.S.F.H.S. District No. 10

Honolulu, Territory' of Hawii
Hawi i i

i
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MARINE HOSPITALS j*UD RELIEF

SY

W. F. Ossenfort,. Assistant Surgeon General

U. S. Public Health Service

Funds for the operation of the Murine Hospital medical 'service were
derived for many, years by way of deductions made from, the merchant sea-

man'? salary. This was .discontinued in 1834. A tonnage tax raised the
funds from 1884 to 1906. Since 1906 funds have been provided by direct
appropriation by the Congress.

Beneficiaries, now include 17 groups (par, 603, Regulations).

There are 25 marine hospitals (Hospital Division Circular No. 210).
The hospital at 67 Hudson Street, New York City, has no in-patient
facilities, the hospital at Carville is a facility for the treatment of

leprous persons, and the one at Fort Stanton is a tuberculosis hospital
primarily. The hospital at Ulis Island has a rather extensive neuro-
psychiatry service and the hospital at Baltimore has a 'completely

equipped tumor service. Patients are transferred from one marine hospi-
tal to another to take advantage of these special facilities. The Marine
Hospital at Key West was closed February 17, 1943.

The bed capacity of the marine hospitals is 6594. The peak load
during the past year was 6180. Seventy per cent of these patients are
from groups which are actively engaged in the war effort, that is:

merchant seamen, Coast Guard, and pay patients of the Army, Navy, and
Marine Corps.

The average per diem cost at Marine Hospitals, first six months
fiscal year 1943^ was 14.50,

Relief stations are located in 10S ports in the United States and at

15 places outside the continental United States (Hospital Division
Circular No. 210). At most of these places in-patient care is provided
by contract with civilian hospitals in the communities. Contract hospi-
tal care of this type ordinarily runs to about 380 patients.

The Hospital Division reimburses St, Elizabeths Hospital, Washing-
ton, D, C, for the treatment of psychotic patients, the average load
being about 140.

The Medical Officer in Charge of a marine hospital combines the
function of Superintendent and Chief of Staff. He is responsible for '11

business and profession- 1 care. In the larger hospitals specific duties
are delegated to various members of his staff.

'omen nurses have been on duty in the marine hospitals since 1918.
Nurses, dietitians and aides constitute a mobile corps under the
administrative control of the Superintendent of Nurses at headquarters.

(ever)
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The Hospital Division furnishes medical officers for the U. S.

Coast Guard, the Viar Shipping Administration, the Alaska Highway, the
Federal employees ' health services in Washington, the U. S. Employees
Compensation Couimission, the alien detention camps, and the Office of
Indian Affairs.

Freedmen's Hospital in Washington was established following the
Civil War for the treatment of colored patients: "freedmen and refugees."
It has been a part of the Public Health Service since June 30, 194-0, and
is operated under the direction of the Hospital Division.

All the larger marine hospitals have a. trained physician anesthetist
and a full-time pathologist en the staff. The Standard Nomenclature of
Disease and Operations is used. The Public Health Service Milk Code is
followed.

Continuous caudal analgesia was developed in the Marine Hospital
at Staple-ton, N-. Y.

217 regular medical officers; 50 regular dental officers; 282
reserve medical officers; 171 reserve dental officers,—a total of

720 commissioned officers, are on duty with the Hospital Division.

i
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'YORK OF DIVISION OF SANITARY RE} ORTS AtTD STATISTICS

by

E. R. Coffey, Assistant Surgeon General in Charge-

Division of Sanitary Reports and Statistics

I should like to begin our discussion by reminding you that our
Division has long since outgrown its name. One cf the most important
duties is still the collection and publication of morbidity and mortality
data. However, this Division is the Public Health Service ' s publisher
and editor, its popular writer and artist, its press representative and
photographer, its motion picture producer and radio broadcaster, its
organizer cf community health education and its salesman of health to
the general public.

Initial reports :f cases of communicable disease arc made by
physicians to the local r State health department. Statv. health
officers send weekly telegraphic reports of. .certain discuses to the
Fublic Health Service and final weekly tabulations are- published in
Public Health Reports, which is the weekly journal ;f the Service. It

contains also reports of disease prevalence from United States consular
sanitary districts in foreign countries. Fublic Health Reports has a

circulation of 9,300 copies. Thus this weekly bulletin gives the mjst
reliable, up to the minute- summary of the prevalence of certain cem-
muni cable diseases in the United States and in the world. But the
Division has other important functions which relate t~ making available
to the general public, accurate, interesting information about public
heulth.

In fact, the duty of interpreting the work of the Service and of
public health in general absorbs the major efforts of the Division. Tilth

limited resources the Division has been able to develop materials in all
the customary media to reach the public, popular pamphlets, posters,
exhibits, motion pictures and radio broadcasts and news releases.

M ti in pictur-s and film strips are two media, which we find very
useful. During the past two years, we have- greatly expanded our motion
picture program. This year we have brought out one new motion picture

"Fight Syphilis" which depicts the community problem of the disease,
end the means :f its control. "7c now have in production a film on the

mam gement of gonorrhea for the training f medical and nursing p r-

Bonnel.

r
,"e have f :und the film strip, which is the modern version cf the

lantern-slide lecture and combines sound with still pictures, most
useful in the field of sanitation and malaria control. I feel sure
that if you have seen any run-of-the-mill film strips and compare them

with our "Malaria" and "Safe TTatcr" y:u "rill agree that the Service has

something of which to be proud.

The first organized health education program to be conducted by the

Service was the year-round program which has developed from National Negro
Health Yieck. This program, an educational one which started with the

work of Booker T. "ooshington 25 years ago, focuses the attention of com-
munities and individuals of all races on the health problems of t.

(ov r)
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Ncgrc. A community program for Negroes on a nati on-wide scale,
with thousands of cooperating groups is thus carried on through our
Division.

Our Division is endeavoring to interpret to the people, the

manifold activities of the eight divisions 'of the public Health Ser-
vice, but we are trying to do more than that. Tje are attempting to
help the State and local health departments in the major job of

getting their message across.

Anyone who has been actively engaged in doing public health work
realizes that he must constantly bo a health educator. The men, women,
and children in your community must come to understand what your- public
health activities mean to them. They must desire health for themselves,
and you must rely upon health education tc create that desire.

I have worked in many States and roc. 11 in particular how full-

time health departments have been installed, when their need was drama-

tized by a flood or drought or an epidemic, but later they failed and

went jut of business because the health officer and his staff failed
to hold the interest of the general public in the work which the health
department was carrying on. Above all things, remember that you, as a

public health of. icial must be a health educator, and let the public
kn m what y^u are doing und how the work benefits' them.

Remember as you go to y ur new tasks in these war areas, that we
are eager to hear from the people in the field like yourselves, who are
going to need the cooperation of an enlightened public. Come and see us,
and learn the facilities which we have to offer to help you got your
public health message across.
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WORK OF NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF HEALTH

by

Dr. R. 5. Dyer

Director, National Institute of Health

The National Institute of Health is a research institute. It is our

aira to adhere closely to research activities, but in times of great
national emergency, it is difficult to keep out some service activities.

The Institute was a rather small affair in 1S87 when Doctor Kenyon,
whose picture you see there on the wall of T.ilson Hall, in the days of

Koch and Pasteur bought a Zeiss microscope and started his work in a

small room in the Marine Hospital at Stat en Island, He worked with Koch
in Germany for a few years and brought back some organisms from Europe.

In the period 1891-1900, the Laboratory of Hygiene occupied the home
of Ben Butler, Doctor Edward Francis, whose picture you see on the wall
at the back of IVilson Hall, was one of the early workers here. He is still
alive though retired a few years ago and still works in his beloved labora-
tory. Doctor Rosenau, whose portrait is on the left wall, also worked in
this- early period of the Laboratory before it moved to 25th and E Streets
in 1902. About this time the Biologies Act was passed,. Congress by this
action definitely recognized the Hygienic Laboratory, making an appropria-
tion of $35,000. In the Congressional Act was the basic authorization
"to make investigation of infections and contagious diseases and matters
pertaining to the public health."

The Biologies Act has been unique in that there has never been a

test case taken into the courts. It has had the support of all manu-
facturers since it was placed in operation in 1902. The United States
was the first country to exercise control of biologies products. England,
Canada, and New Zealand passed biologic acts based upon our Act here in
the United States, thus our Act and work have fostered world standards.
Our biological products in the United States are superior to any in the
world.

In 1918, Congress appropriated 3250,000 for an additional building
for biologic products. In 1930, 5750,000 provided two large modern
buildings at 25th and E Streets on the land acquired from the Navy years
before, During the last seven years extensive physical plant and personal
expansion have taken place at a new site on 90 acres of ground just out-
side the District of Columbia in Bethesda, Maryland. This rolling ground
belonging to Mr. and Mrs. Luke T'iison was a gift to the government because
of their interest and devotion to the cause of public health. In 1936,
$1,463,000 were spent for three buildings. In 1937, $1,500,000 additional
was made available and also in 1937 the Senate passed a bill unanimously
with 94- senators petitioning for it, setting up the National Cancer
Institute with $750,000 to provide for buildings and administration. In
1939 - 41 the equipment and staff moved into six new buildings,

( ev or

)
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At this tine, our great emphasis is on those diseases which stand out
because of their importance to the military forces. Research on human
diseases is very difficult, We can't use human beings for our investiga-
tions but must transfer the diseases into animals and birds. T.

r

e have never
lacked funds to expand our work. Frequently lack of ideas cramps us, or

lack of good people cramps us, but the Congress has been generous indeed
in supplying the funds and equipment to enable us to carry on our scientific

•
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FEDERAL SECURITY AGENCY
U. S. PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE

ORIENTATION COURSE FOR PUBLIC HEALTH PERSONNEL
DEFENSE HEALTH AND SANITATION SERVICES

WASHINGTON, D. C.

NOTES ON
THE YORK OF THE FOREIGN QUARANTINE DIVISION

By

G. L. Dunnahoo
Assistant Surgeon General

U. S. Public Health Service

I, Organization:
The National quarantine system functions through 21 major quaratine

stations, including San Juan and Honolulu, and 167 minor stations in the

continental United States, insular possessions and foreign countries as

follows: United States, 129; insular possessions, 20; foreign countries,
18. There are LH airports of entry. Officers may be detailed to consulate;
in any part of the world.

A. Acts as a barrier at the frontiers

1. Prevent entry of the quarantinable diseases:
a. Cholera
b. Yellow fever
c. Plague
d. Smallpox
e. Typhus
f. Leprosy

g. Anthrax
h. Psittacosis

2. Medical advisers to the Immigration Service

II. History — Quarantine is fundamentally amplification and oerfection of the
principle of segregation of the sick. This principle probably had b«en
practiced by man before he left written records.

A. Dated evehts in development of quarantine

III. Quarantine procedures:

A. Medical examination on shipboard

1. Inspection of passengers
2. Bills of health
3. Ship' s log
U. Sanitarv record
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3. Inspections of the carrier
1. Rat inspection of surface vessel
2. Insect inspection of aircraft

C, Fumigations
1. Surface vessel
2. Aircraft

B. Ratproof construction work
E. Ship sanitation
F. Ship register
G. Sanitary log
K.

.

Radio pratlgue

IV. Immigration work

A. Barrier to defective aliens

1. Diseases and defects by classes

V. Aircraft quarantine

A. Quarantine problems altered by speed of travel

1. Passenger inspection and surveillance' system

2. Plane inspection and disinsectization measures

3. Vaccination program flight personnel '

4. Tropical diseases under consideration

VI. Impact of the war on quarantine

A. Reduced personnel A
3. Convoy system ^
C. Necessity for expediting ships

D. Breakdown of standards at sea and in ports
E. Sources of information reduced
F. Army and Navy activities on the stations

VII. Summary and outlook
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MENTAL HYGIENE

by

Lawrence Ko3ib> "Assistant Surgeon General in charge.

Division of Mental Hygiene

The approach to the problem of prevention of nervous and mental diseases
is much moi^e difficult than the approach to many other diseases, and as a,

consequence mental hygiene is not as tangible as some of the other fields of

preventive medicine. This is doubtless one of the reasons why we have not
made more progress in this field. It has been neglected by health departments
in the past, but sensing the importance of the public health approach the
Public Health Service started to work on the problem several years ago and
certain state health departments cooperating vi. th the Service have established
divisions of mental hygiene. In these divisions trained psychiatrists, public
health nurses, and' social workers have been employee in order to wrork out a

well rounded program of prevention.

The 'results of mental disease are seen everywhere about us - in broken
homes, frustrated lives, and social disorder including that caused by alco-

holism and crime. In fact, there are approximately three-quarters of a million
patients in American institutions because of mental disorders o:f one kind or

another. The annual cost of taking care of these patients is already very great

and the load of patients in institutions will doubtless increase because of the

war. The extent of the problem in different areas varies, but it is safe to

assume that 5 to 6 per cent of the population of any area has some form of

mental, emotional, or personalit .' 'deviation of sufficient severity to cause them
to stand out from their fellows and call for special attention of one kind or

another. In boom-town areas there is likely to be an increase of such difficul-
ties because of the nature. of the persons who come to such areas and the

special difficulties they have in adjusting themselves to the new environment.

The resources now available for meeting the mental health problem are
various health, welfare and other social agencies including the schools and
courts. These resources are nearly all inadequate. Very few areas have
adequate mental health organizations'. In some, rh at little is done is carried
on by public welfare or voluntary organizations. It is , therefore, timely
that state health departments take a hand in the mental hygiene program.

Psychiatry in the. United States is far more advanced than in any other
country. There are 3,000 trained physicians and 6,000 trained nurses in
this field. Psychiatric- social workers and occupational therapists account
for about 1,500 more trained workers.' A large proportion of this personnel
is employed in mental hospitals of various types, but the armed forces have

;

:

now taken over a great many of them. A real effort is being made by the armed
forces to weed, out those persons who are somewhat unstable so as to increase
the efficiency of the services as well as to reduce the mental disease loads
which v/ill be occasioned by the war.

Our public mental hospitals are seriously understaffed and in most places
are inadequately supported by public funds, as a result of this patients stay
in them longer than they should, and in some cases mild conditions become
chronic because of inadequate treatment. Also the poor food that they get in
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some institutions has doubtless tended to add nervous defects due to vitamin

deficiency to an already weakened constitution, thereby producing permanent

damage to a mental organization which at first was only mildly affected.

One function of the mental health sections of health departments will
be to advocate more humane procedures for the commitment of persons to mental
institutions. In many places this is now brought about only by legal pro-

cedures that have the effect of putting the mental case in the category of

criminals. The patient is sometimes taken to the hospital handcuffed after
an unnecessary residence in jail, and in a very large number of jurisdictions
they are brought to the hospitals by police officers instead of by hospital
nurses or attendants. All of this has a tendency to leave scars that are
hard to remove,,

A very large proportion of hospitalized mental patients recover if

properly treated, and many who have mild chronic disorders are brought around
to a condition where they can make a sufficient adjustment outside of the-

hospital. These patients could be attended to by a boarding ou'c system which
is less expensive and more effective for the permenent care of such patients
than is residence in an institution. The boarding out system needs to be

extended in the United States, both for the benefit of patients and for t he-

public treasury. A

The neglected field in mental medicine is research. The Service has been'

trying to develop this along extensive lines so that eventually increased
knowledge of causes will lead to more effective measures of prevention and
cure than we now have. In the meantime we must develop organizations to
make use of the knowledge that we now have. Education should be an important
function of the mental health organization. Neither the public nor the general
practitioner is well informed as to mental disease. Unitl they are informed
we may expect a continuance of the indifference, neglect, and even persecution
of mental patients that noi :

.

r prevail in many places. The public health organ-
ization should have available psychiatric and child guidance clinics, public
health nurse, psychiatrists and social workers in sufficient numbers to cover
the local field, public social workers in sufficient numbers to cover the
local field. Public health nurses should have training in mental disease so

that in the course of their activities they can in a subtle way introduce
mental hygiene principles into the homes. The local mental health organization
would provide some treatment facilities as well as consultation service for £
local physicians.

The period through which we are passing makes it more necessary than ever

before to tackle this difficult and intangible health problem in a serious way.
Many of the essential principles of the problem are knswn and much can be

accomplished by applying these principles. Tilth- the gradually increased knowl-

edge that will be acqired through experience and research other techniques will

be devised. Some of these will come through discoveries in other fields of

medicine. An example of these is our nutrition program and the fight against

venereal disease, but psychiatrists must be ready to apply the special knowl-

edge thus gained to their specific problems, and in this they have the support

of public health agencies through the medium of special mental health organiza-

tions that will work to prevent mental diseases as health departments now work
to prevent tuberculosis, syphilis, malaria, and industrial diseases, etc.



Abstract of & Excerpts from Lecture on

iERINO A 0? STATES RE . ! ACTIVITIES

by

Senior Sanitary Sngineer, I. N. Old, U.S.P, [,S.

"fliereas, the Public Health Service in its early days, called "Marine
Hospital Service", dealt largely with hospitalization of sick: and disabled

len, as it passed through the several stages of growth and development,
it cane about that in 1.12 the Interstate Quarantine regulations were
issued, and revised in 1916 and 1921. Sanitary engineers "then began their
activities in the Service: for Congress had broadened the scope of the work

;ed the name from "Ilarine Hospital Service" to the Public Health
Service and given authorization to 'Study and investigate the diseases of

r.'f.n and conditions influencing the pr- pogation and spread thereof, including
sanitation and sewage and the pollution either directly or indirectly of

the navigable streams of the. United States." A relatively small corps of

Sanitary' Engineers was on duty with the Service in 1917, but this provided.
• valuable nucleus for the sudden expansion of engineering activities
occasioned by the concentration of troops and development of war activities.

During the war, approximately fifty engineers were assigned tc extra- .

cantonment zone sanitation for the purpose of assisting the State and local
health authorities. In this way, the death rate from typhoid fever and the
enteric diseases in these areas were cut from 50 to 75 percent through
providing safe x;ater, milk and wastes disposal measures. •

In the period following the First World War, extensive efforts were put
forth to assist the States to build up strong, sanitary engineering staffs,
and both personnel and funds v/ere loaned to the States to demonstrate to

then the value of these sanitation activities to reduce intestinal diseases.
"early all States built up capable sanitary engineering divisions from
192e-1940. Through cooperative relationships, the Conference of State
Sanitary Engineers was firmly established and since 1920 it has served as

a clearing h use to enable the States ana the Public Health Service to work
together on a National scale effectively for safe water supplies, safe
milk supplies, improved sewage disposal ana stream pollution control.
Treasury Department drinking water standards were sot up in 1914 to measure
the quality of public water supplies used on common carriers. This was
required by the Interstate Quarantine Regulations which state that "water
provided for any person, firm or company or corporation fo'r drinking or

culinary purposes on any car, vessel or other conveyance while engaged in

interstate traffic shall be from a source which is approved by the Surgeon
ieral of the U. S. Public Health Service, as producing water of satis-

factory sanitary quality and safety." Under this provision, water supplies
used on airplanes, railroads and vessels are supervised by the Fublic Health
Service working in cooperation with the State health departments.

ctically all of the detail work is done by the States, for the Service
engineering organization is still small, its real purpose being tc
puid- and assist the States,

Shellfish sanitation came into national dramatic prominence following
the typhoid fever epidemics in several large cities in December 1924. These
outbreaks of typhoid fever were traced to oysters, polluted by sewage, and
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taken from certain sections of Long Island Sound. ''There was a virtual
collapse of tho" oyster - industry duo to the official embargo placed on

shipments to some sections of the Country." The public became afraid of

oysters. Tho Surgeon General called a conference and industry agreed to.

cooperate on safety measures. Thus, a nation-wide policy was adopted
concerning the sanitation of production, handling and the shipping of

shellfish frequently eaten uncooked, particularly oysters and Clams..

'This policy placed the direct responsibility on the producing State and
provided for certification by tho II. S.. Public Health Service if the

standards were met, by such certificates, inland States could be certain
of the safety of the shellfish.

,

Perhaps, the largest and most productive field of service of the

Sanitation Section is that of assisting othar Fed ;ral agencies, such as

the U. S. Park Service, the National Housing Agency, Farm Security
Administration, the Maritime Commission, the Office of Civilian Defense,
the Indian Service, tho Department of Justic, and many other Federal
departments.

Rendering aid to Stft js in times of disaster such as the Mississippi
and Ohio floods and when epidemics of disease quickly appear are accepted
practices and the States and Federal Service work as one large group, who
have a common understanding and purpose, to bring about good sanitation
and thereby prevent dis;as-. Under such a cooperative plane, there is no
fear by the States that their rights or prerogatives will be invaded by the
Federal health authorities.
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Abstract of and Excerpts from Lecture on

U. S. PUBLIC H*MLTH SERVICE LIAISOII OFFICES ATTACHED TO THS ARMY

by

Senior Surgeon Edgar V.. Morris - Third Service Command, Baltimore, McU

The practice of assigning Public Health Service officers to extra-

cantonment areas to assist State and local Health Departments during
World War I provided the precedent for the re -u est by the' War Department

in 194-0 for the assignment of Public Health Service officers to Corps
Area Headquarters to act in a liaison capacity between the Army and the
civil health authorities. . In compliance v.lth the request, a commissioned
medical officer of the Public Health Service ras assigned to the head-

quarter^ of each of the nine Corps Areas, now designated as Service*

Commands.

The Service Commands are numbered and represent geographical sub-
divisions o.

r the United States. Tilth the exception of tactical units
and certain exempted stations all Army installations located within those
geographical limits are under the jurisdiction of the Commanding General
of the Service Command, v.ho is in thp immediate echelon below the Command-
ing General of the Service of Supply Division of the War Department.

The headquarters of the Service Commands are as follows.* First,

Boston; Second, New York; Third, Baltimore; Fourth, Atlanta; Fifth,

Columbus; Sixth, Chicago; Seventh, Omaha; Eighth, Dallas; Ninth, Salt Lake
City. The Liaison Officer who is an independent agent of the Surgeon
General is attached to the office of the Chief of the Medical Branch,
formerly known as the Corps Area Surgeon, an echelon of the Supply and
Services Division of the Service Command. His activities are in the
interest of high standards of health in the Army but are not officially
directed by the Commanding General, In fact, his field of operations
includes those Army units and establishments within the territorial
limits but exempted from Sprvice Command jurisdiction, This freedom
from the impediments of strict military etiquette, if not abused, is
conducive to more effective liaison functioning.

In general the functions of the Liaison Officer are to effect the
maximum cooperation between the military and civil authorities with
respect to health protective measures in areas adjacent to military
installations and in those communities whore military personnel assemble
for recreation; to assist in interpreting the health needs both to the
Army and to the civil authorities; and to assist in preventing or
correcting conditions which menace the health of the military forces.
He performs similar functions with respect to war industrial areas
located within his Service Command.

The matters with which the Liaison Officer is concerned are (1)
environmental sanitation which includes safe water supplies, sanitary
sewage disposal, sanitary garbage and refuse disposal, control of rodents,
mosquitoes and other insects; (2) venereal disease control; and (3) the
control of other communicabl: diseases. In appraising the public health
needs of an area, the Liaison Officer receives the technical advice and
assistance of the sanitary engineers attached to the Public Health Service
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District in which the area in question is located. Such surveys arc

coordinated with the State and local health departments and recom-
mendation for th; correction of oublic health defects which may
involve additional public health personnel or improv-ments of

facilities and conditions are made to the State health department
and Public Health Service District Office.

The most constant problem which calls for close cooperation
between the military and civil health authorities is that of venereal
disease control. The military personnel acquire their infections in
the civil communities and there is consequently a continual flow of
epidemiologic information between the Army stations and the health
departments. In collaboration with th; Service Command Venereal
Disease Control Officer the Liaison Officer assists in maintaining
as effective an epidemiologic program as possible.

•
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RELATIONS WITHIN THE U. S. PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE

RELATIONS WITH THE BUREAU. From what has boon said in the foregoing chapters, it

must be evident to the reader that the Bureau is a large, impersonal organization
having for its purpose the formulation of the policies of the Service, the main-

tenance of proper relations with the Department, the several executive branches of

the Government, Congress, the general public and the various volunteer health and

other scientific associations, the conduct and coordination of the functions of the

Service, the management of its aporopriatiofs, and the maintenance of its internal

discipline. The Bureau deals with broad general things, the field with details.

It must recruit, train and detail its pcrsornel and maintain the Corps in a state

of mobility, so that it may be ready at all times to meet sanitary emergencies.
Therefore, the viewpoint of the Bureau must, of necessity, be that of the forest
as a whole rather than of the leaves. In thoir relations with the Bureau, officers

will do well to keep this in mind. When first commissioned, a young officer is to

the Bureau little more than a name, but as time gcos on, he gradually acquires an

individual reputation until his capabilities are pretty well known at Washington.
If he is industrious, intelligent, loyal and cooperative, or if he is inclined to

be lazy, lacking in initiative and dis--0;iera-i ive, the Personnel Division is fully
aware of it. In ether words, no officer can hide his real self.

COOPERATION. One of the best ways of acquiring a good reputation with the Bureau
is to be thoroughly cooperative. When an officer is assigned to a given duty, he

should always try to perform it better than the Bureau expects. As has been said

in the preceding chapter, the Bureau does not five detailed instructions. It out-

lines a duty in a general way and expects the tfficer to work out and apply the de-

tails. Each such assignment is an opportunity be do good work and to add to the

officer's reputation for thoroughness and accuracy. The officer must work with,
i.e., cooperate with, the Bureau. This means that he must not "knock" the Bureau;
above all, that he should never "buck" the Bureau. An officer may perhaps success-
fully "buck" the Bureau once, but rarely, if ever, the second time. He must never
write impudent letters to the Bureau. Anything which he may have to say must be

couched in respectful language and ivhen tha Bureau says "No", he must understand
that the matter is closed.

REPORTS TO THE BUREAU. Officers in the field are the eyes and ears of the Bureau,
and thev should report promptly anything which concerns the Service. They should
be especially careful that the information transmitted by them is accurate or, if

there is a doubt as to its accuracy, this should be stated. A subordinate must
always observe the greatest caution that ho never load his superior into an ambush.
Half-information, unsupnortod rumors anc hastily drawn conclusions should be re-
ported as such or not at all. The greatest care should be observed in making re-
ports which reflect on ether officers. Generally, there are two sides to every
piuce of gossip, and officers should not say about another officer that which they
would not like to have said about themselves.

RELATIONS WITH THE COMMANDING OFFICER. Officers are responsible for the official
acts of their subordinates. They are therefore keen in judging their behavior.
Junior officers may make or mar their reputations by their relations with their
superior. Never "buck the boss"; always treat him with the utmost respect; try to
find out what and how he wants things done; try to anticipate his wishes and com-
mands and to cooperate with him in performing the duty in hand. An officer should
never take the attitude "that isn't my job" or "that's not my responsibility." Al-
ways he should endeavor to exceed his bare duty and show initiative in what-ever he
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may be doing. Many tines a little ingenuity and a real desire for accomplishment
may speed up bhe work and effect a groat economy. These things should be done with-
oub/being told, provided, that the officer is sure of his ground. He should there-
fore constantly study his duty, to improve the character of its performance and
with a keen eye to economy in labor and money.

In his relations with superiors, he should be punctillicusly respectful. He

should always "sir" his superiors and he must scrupulously avoid any action or

speech which may appear "fresh". He should not be familiar with his superiors and
always he should endeavor to render himself invaluable to them. In doing this, he

should never act in a way that will lead anybody to believe that he is "getting in

a bcotlick." Sometimes this is merited (the jealous have been known to make the

observation), at any rate, it should be avoided. Little courtesies due to rank
should never be forgotten. A senior passes through the door first, enters a boat
last and leaves it first; in walking or in an automobile, the senior is always at

the right; juniors salute first.

In the Public Health Service, salutes are reduced to the. minimum, but when
made, they should be snappy, with the fingers and thumb extended and close together,

palm to the left, the wrist straight and the c-lbow raised. The right arm should be

\ised smartly, the portion of the visor above the right eye touched with the fore-

Jnger, and the hand dropped smartly to the side. The person saluted should be

faced, and there should be no accompanying bow. All salutes should be carefully
returned because they are a form of respectful greeting. Sloppy salutes and sal-

utes while seated, or with one hand in the pocket should not be permitted. Salutes
are not rendered with a cigar, cigarette or pipe in the mouth.

Officers boarding vessels for quarantine or immigration purposes should not,

at any time, whilst they are performing that duty, have & cigarette, cigar or pipe

in the mouth or hand. ./hen boarding or leaving a naval vessel, officers should
stop at the head of the companion ladder, face the stern and salute the flag. Both
in and out of uniform, they should be especially careful to salute the unfurled
colors when carried in procession. In leaving a naval vessel, the officer should
say to the Officer of the Deck, "I leave the ship vd.th your permission, Sir."

These are little courtesies which show that the officer is self-respecting.
There are many others which he should learn by observation. For example, an offi-
Ar in uniform should never carry an umbrella; h^ should not enter the office of a

superior until bidden to enter and he should not seat himself therein until invited
so to do; when his superior is standing, he should also stand; he should rise when
a superior enters the room; he should be careful not to encroach on his superiors'
time after/the business in hand has been completed unless invited to; he should ask
permission to leave the station, never announce that he is leaving; he should never
keep a pipe, cigar or cigarette in his mouth while speaking to a superior; when
passing a superior from behind, he should salute and say, "With your permission.
Sir"; he should never wear his cap at an angle or on the back of his head; he shouL
never speak to a superior in the third person; he should, be deferential to the opin-

ions of his superiors and should observe caution that he does not "speak out of tun

SOCIAL RELATIONS. The etiquette of the Service is riot different basically from
the polite usages of community life. In view, however, of the intimate relations
into which officers are thrown, it is necessary that they be scrupulously attentive
to the rules of etiquette. Another reason, applying particularly to relations with
outsiders, is the fact that an officer, as a representative of the President, is

expected to maintain a high standard of social courtesy. "Courtes-y among Officers
is indispensible to disciplin.-, " and officers who are lacking in the social ar.eni-
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ties are not only guilty of an infraction of the regulations, but are subjecting
themselves to criticism and establishing a reputation which may do them and the
Service harm in the future.'

An officer reporting at a station should call socially upon the Medical Offi-

cer in Charge within the first week after so reporting. If the Medical Officer in

Charge is married, the reporting officer, if married, should call with his wife. If

the Medical Officer in Charge is not married, the call should be made by the report-
ing officer alone. It is not necessary or advisable to telephone first and ask if

the Medical Officer in Charge will be at horn., since this ma^ hamper the movements
of a superior officer. The call need not be a long one. The officer should provide
himself with suitable, engraved calling cards. It is not customary for officers of

a lower rank than Surgeon to place their rank on their calling cards, but the title
"Doctor" and the name of the Service, imabbr rvi&ted, should appear on them. It will
be found useful to have also a card for the joint use of the officer and his wife.
This should read "doctor and Mrs.", followed by the officer's full name. Abbrevia-
tions should not be used on calling cards. The officer should leave cards for the

Medical Officer in Charge and his wife and any other adult numbers of the family,

and the reporting officer's wife should leave a card for the wife of the Medical
Officer in Charge and any other ladies of hie family. Calls may be made between
five and six o'clock in the afternoon and between eight and nine o'clock at night
or on Sunday afternoon. It is proper for the reporting officer to inquire if the
wife of the Medical Officer in Charge has an at-home day, and, if so, the call £
should be made at that time. ^^'

There is considerable discussion as to who should make the first call, the new-

comer or the older resident. It is the fixed rule in Washington that the newcomer
should make the call, and while this rule obtains in certain other cities, in gen-

eral, the older resident should make the first call. The newcomer should inform
himself on the local customs. Single officers should always make the first call.
Generally, all officers of the station and the adult members of their families call
first on newly arrived parried officers. In order that this may be done at an ac-
ceptable time, the newly arrived officer should inform the Medical Officer in Charge
of his address, if he does not live on the station. The Medical Officer in Charge
will transmit this information to the other officers of the station, in order that
they may call. Such calls should be returned promptly. Vfhen an officer visits a

station, he should call on the Officer in Charge and any other officers quartered
thereon.

Courtesy calls should always be made within a week in acknowledgment of h'ospi-

tality. If the officer is obliged to gc away vidthout making these calls, he should
invariably send p.p.c. (pour prendre conge) cards. Bettor still, he should write
a note of appreciation to his hostess. This should be written with pen and ink on
personal stationary and should express regret at being unable to call before de-
parture, making mention of the hospitality arid eourtesv he has received. This rule,
if carefully followed, will make many friends for the officer.

It should be borne in mind that society is, for the most part, conducted on a

quid pro quo basis, and that officers who accept hospitality and make no acknow-
ledgment of it will 'soon fine themselves left out of many social entertainments
which might be the means of increasing their contacts and improving their acquaint-
ance with older officers and their families. It is not expected that young offi-
cers will give elaborate return hospitality. The least thay they can do is to 1' ac-
knowledge by a call, cards or note that they have received this hospitality; better
still, is to make some slight return of hospitality. A graceful and inexpensive
way of acknowledging hospitality is to send your hostess a few flowers-. It is very
simple for the officer to invite his host and hostess to have tea with him, or if



he is so inclined, he may talc- them to the theatre. If the young officer is mar --'

ried, he may give some simple entertainment at his quarters. The point is that
return of hospitality in kind is not necessary but that there shall be at least
an acknowledgment, or better still, some slight return of hospitality for hospi-
tality. If the officer is not prepared to do this, he should avoid accepting hos-
pitality.

Social invitations should be answered promptly. If it later develops that
the function cannot bo attended, the hostess should be notified at once, in order
that she may plan accordingly. All social engagements should be kept promptly.
Officers are expected to arrive on time, no matter who may be late.

Yftien in 7/ashington, officers should call on the Surgeon General and his staff
at their offices. An evening call should also be paid on them at t>ieir residences.
In a foreign country, the officer should call on the diplomatic representative of
the United States promptly after arrival.

A proper self-restraint in social gatherings is expected of gentlemen. Loud-
ness, cock-suredness and noisy laughter are not good breeding. It is pretty gen-
erally believed that "a loud laugh bespeaketh a vacant mind". On the other hand,
one should not maintain a clam-like silence and take no part in the conversation.
It is expected that those who attend a social gathering shall contribute something
to the pleasure of the occasion. An officer should avoid gaining a reputation of

Ping a ponderous and difficult guest. "Shop" should not be indulged in and there
should be no attemp to monopolize the conversation with long narratives or scien-
tific discussions. Modern conversation is conducted on the principle that every-
body shall be allowed to get in a short, snappy remark and then get out of the way
and give somebody else a chance. It may offend an officer's scientific sensibili-
ties to be expected to answer some professional question in a dozen words, but this
must be done. Frequently the questioner has merely asked the question to made con-
versation and isn't interested at all in the reply.

As a social accomplishment, officers should be able to play cards and other
social games, but always with good sportsmanship. They should not be greedy for
winning or depressed at losing. Games are played for diversion. Jaey are never
serioits affairs and it makes no difference whether a player wins or loses, since
he should bo playing solely for enjoyment. If a game is not worth playing fcr it-

self alone, it is not worth playing. Sportsmanship is an accurate character index.

gfcLATIONS "7ITH OTHER G0VERM3NTAL AGENCIES. The maintenance of cordial, coopera-
tive relations with the other vranches of the Government is a duty of all officers.
In order to do this most intelligently, they should acquaint themselves with the

functions and duties of each and establish friendly intercourse with their repre-
sentatives wherever they may be stationed. They will find that they can 6ecure
very useful aid and advice from them and they should be able and anxious to re-
ciprocate in turn. This cooperation not only will make their work proceed more
smoothly, but it will also enable them to perform it at less expense. Socially,
they will find much in common with other services and they should avail themselves
of this opportunity.

hen in a foreign country, an officer should establish cordial relations with
the diplomatic and consular officers of the United States. If at the capital, he
should call upon the United States Ambassador or Minister and the adult members of

their families, as well as upon the .wnerican Consul and his family. "his will not
only be of very great official profit to the officer but will probably be the means
of introducing him to the social affairs of the American colony. He should be par-
ticularly careful to inform himself as to the social usages prevailing and avail
himself of opportunities to extend his social acquaintanceship, since, in this way
much assistance for the work in hamd may alwovs be gained.
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Excerpts from UNNUMBERED CIRCULAR
January 27, 1942

To: Commissioned Officers
Re: Uniforms, Courtesies

WEARING THE UNIFORM. The uniform is a symbol of a commission or other office in

the Public Health Service. Because of the wide variety of their duties, Public
Health Service officers frequently serve alone or in small groups and are in con-
tact with the other uniformed services. Every officer should therefore present
the best possible appearance.

It is the intent of the Uniform Regulations that the several uniforms pre-

scribed conform tc the design and standards of similar uniforms worn by commission-
ed officers of other Services, with the exception of the distinctive Public Health
Service insignia.

Officers attached to or on duty with/rther services should wear the uniform of

the day at the station or post to which they are assigned. Officers in charge of

Public Health: Service stations should designate the uniform of the day in general
conformity to the customs of other services in the vicinity,

COURTESIES. A courteous manner of deportment is the true stfjnp of an officer and
a gentleman. It is indispensable to discipline and to harmonious relationships.
One accepted form of courtesy among personnel of uniformed services is the exchange

of salutes. Salutes are exchanged in a proscribed manner- of certain occasions as

described hereinafter. It is important that officers of the Public Health Service
master the simple rules in order to conform to military usage when visiting mili-
tary and naval establishments.

Strictly speaking, the Public Health Service is not a military organization
although a large number of its officers are on dut ,r directly with the Army and
Navy or in work closely associated with the military services. Service officers
are commissioned by the President and constitute a uniformed commissioned corps
whose organization and discipline are patterned along quasi-military lines. Offi-
cers are directed to pay the proper courtesies to officers of all other uniformed
services and to acknowledge salutes and other courtesies extended to them by other
personnel in uniforms.

The regulations governing courtesies and the customs of other services vary
.

to a certain extent. The following instructions are prepared for the benefit of

officers assigned to stations of the Service or to military establishments; offi-

cers detailed tc Coast Guard or naval vessels should thoroughly familiarize them-
selves with requirements aboard ship.

FORMS OF SALUTES
1. Hand Salute . To' execute the hand salute correctly, raise the right', hand.

smartly until the tip of the forefinger touches the lower part of the
headdress or forehead slightly above and to the right of the right eye,

thumb and fingers extended and joined, palm to the left, upper arm hori-
zontal, forearm inclined at 4b degrees, and hand and wrist straight; at

the same time turn the head and eyes toward the person saluted. To complete
the salute, drop the arm to its normal position by the side in one "motion,

at the same time turning the head and eyes. to the front.

2. The salute by placing the headdress held in the right hand over the left
breast. This is used under three conditions:



(a) At a military funeral, except in inclement weather when the hand
saluto is used, this salute is used ivhether in uniform or civilian clothes
(b) In civilian dress, to salute the national anthem or the bugle call
"To the Colors" and (c) To pay homage to the national flag or uncased co-

lers.

WHEN TO SALUTE.
1. On military reservations, on streets, and otherwise outdoors, the salute

is exchanged between enlisted men and officers and between junior and
senior officers on each occasion of their meeting, except when they re-
main in the same vicinity. The salute is rendered within the distance
in which recognition is easy. It usually does not exceed 30 paces. The

salute is initiated by the junior when about 6 paces from the person salu-

ted.

2. On naval or Coast Guard vessels, the captain is saluted on every occasion
of meeting, passing near, or being addressed by the captain. Other offi-
cers are saluted on their first daily meeting or when passing nearby.

3. On Public Health Service stations, salutes are exchanged between officers
during their first daily meeting, whether outdoors or indoors.

4. Sentries on duty with rifles, unless directed otherwise, salute by the
movement :lpresent arms." Officers return these salutes by the proper
hand salutes.

5. Outside reservations, the customs of the armed services varies in differ-
ent localities. Public Health Service officers should conform to the

local practice. If in doubt, it is always safe for a junior to salute a

senior officer of any service.

6. In passing organizations in formation, salutes are exchanged only with
the officer in charge.

7. In the Army, upon reporting to a senior officer in his office, the head-
dress should be removed before entering and the saluto rendered when a-

bout two paces from his desk.

*>
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Abstract of and Excerpts from Lecture on

FIELD RELATIONSHIPS OF THE ME'. PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE TORKER

by

Surgeon J. R, Heller, Jr.

"You new public health workers, doctors, nurses and engineers, have come

here from all parts of the United States and will not know your assignment to

a war area in some State until the latter part of the course. This is a time
of "Orientation" for you as you ent^r a new governmental field of work. I

should like to make a few suggestions taken from my experience and that of

others to guide you as a new worker in a local health denartme-nt in a war area,

"Always remember that the State health officer of the State to which you
are assigned is your chief, You are responsible to him. He is vested with
public health authority because the State is sovereign and what^v^r powers you
may hav^ in a local area come directly from him, not from the Public Health
Service. V.hen you go into a State, make it your first task to familiarize
yourself with the lavs, regulations and practices of that State. Become a

part of it: since for all practical purposes an official should regard him-
self as an employe 3 of the State and be loyal first of all to the local or

State organization of which he is a part," V.'hen assigned to a local health
department remember that probably there is a good reason why their practices
are what they are. Be slow about making attempts to change or modify proce-
dures. Gradually as those in charge come to have faith in you, you can make
constructive suggestions which may improve the former practice. Above all
things avoid political and controversial entanglements.

"Learn how to work with lay groups. It is wise constantly to maintain
cordial relations with organized official and unofficial lay groups. If

you become a local health officer, remember to keep the appropriating body
informed at regular intervals of the status and progress of tha public health
program.

"Your relations with professional groups are, very important. Become
affiliated in the local medical society and endeavor to seek their active
cooperation in the establishment of public health programs. Avoid con-
troversies. Much of the difficulty encountered from these groups has
resulted from their lack of understanding and information about proposed
new work,

"You will, of course, in these critical war areas to which you go, have
rccasion to deal with the Army and Navy officials. Relationships with these
agencies should always be routed through properly designated channels.
Policies and procedures should b , cleared definiteljr before entering into
cooperative programs with these agencies. A Liaison Officer has been set
up by the Public Health Service in each Service Command for the specific pur-
pose of making possible prompt clearance of all public health matters
between the local or Stat: health department and the military services."

It is through your efforts that the Service hopes to render the necessary
public health, nursing or sanitation service which the war area needs. The
more you make a real effort to quickly adjust j^oursclf to local conditions
and become an essential and necessary part of the community, the greater
success you are likely to have in the public health activities which you are
endeavoring to carry on.





REVIEW QUIZ

First Week

Orientation Course - 1943

True-False Statements

If in your opinion the statement is true, encircle T; if false, encircle F.

1. T. F, There are only six divisions in the U. S. Public Health Service,

2. T. F. Funds for operation of U. S. Marine hospitals are derived from
compulsory health insurance by pay roll deductions.

3. T. F. Merchant seamen and Oast Guard personnel receive medical care in

the U. S. Marine hospitals.

4. T. F. The States Relations Division is the new name for. the Domestic
r Quarantine Division.

5. T. P. The Division of Personnel and Accounts, which deals with financial
and personnel matters, is directed by a layman skilled in business
administration.

6. T. F, All the 48 States, the District of Columbia, Alaska and Hawaii are

recipients «jf grants-in-aid to States under Titles V and VI nf the

Social Security Act.

7. T. F. One important duty of the States Relations Division is tf. participate
in the Annual State Health Officers' Conference,

8. T, F, More than 700 commissioned officers are on duty with the U, S.

Public Health Service Hospital Division.

B9. T. F. A Public health nurse employed and paid by the U. S. Public Health
Service in connection with the national defense program should
send her reports directly to the nursing consultant in the States
Relations Division of the U, S. Public Health Service.

10. T. F. Certification of water and milk supplies used on common carriers is*

a duty of the National Institute wf Health.

11. T. F. The Social Security Act of 1935 did not provide funds for grants-
in-aid to States for maternal and child health.

12. T. F. Public Health Reports is the monthly journal of the public Health
Service

.

13. T, F. IJ. S. Public Health Service workers assigned to State work are
directly responsible to the States Relations Division of the

Public Health Service.

( ove r
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14. T. F. The States Relations Division of the United States Public Health
Service has the authority to go into any State, in the event of

a serious epidemic, without a request from the State Health'
Department.

15. T> F, The United States Public Health Service was transferred from the

Department of the Treasury to the Federal Security Agency,
July 1, 1939.

•16. T. F. Dr. Thomas Parran is Surgeon General of the United States.

17. T. F. Many administrative matters of the U. S. Public Health Service are

handled through the nine U. S. Public Health S-ervice Districts.

18. T. F. It is not the responsibility of the State and local health
authorities to safeguard the health of the soldier when he is off

the military reservation. £
19. T. F. The U. S. Public Service is not interested in the development of

strong local health departments.

20. T. F. The division of Sanitary Reports and Statistics maintains a press
service and handles requests by mail for health information referred
to the Service.

21.

States to each of which is assigned an officer of the U.S.^.H.S.
who is known as the "Liaison Officer".
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Abstract of and "Sxcerpts from Lecture on

THS STRUCTURE AND FUNCTION OF A STAT 1
: HEALTH ORGANIZATION

by

Dr. Harry S. Mustard, Director

DeLamar Institute of Public Health

Columbia University, New York, N. Y.

The Federal Constitution was adopted when the thirteen sovereign
States worked out their relationships after the Revolutionary 1'ar, Under
the Constitution the States retained within their respective borders the
responsibility for the maintenance of public health. Responsibility and
authority for action and service in connection with "health" were yielded
by the States to the Federal government in the following four provisions
of the Federal Constitution:

Art. I, Sec. 8, Par. 1 - "The Congress shall have the power to lay
*9j\ • and cellect taxes, duties, imposts and excises to.,.. .provide for

the common welfare of the United States."

Art. I, Sec, 8, Par. 3 - "The Congress shall have power to regulate
commerce with foreign nations and among the several States and with
the Indian tribes."

Art. I, Sec. 8> Par. 17 - "The Congress shall have power «yer. ....
the seat of Government of the United States and over all places
purchased for the erection of forts, magazines^ arsenals and
other needful buildings."

. .

Art* II, Sec. 2 - "He (the President) shall have power by and with
the advice of the Senate to make treaties."

1, From the above it may be said that, except in certain Federal

^\ areas in the United States and interstate and international affairs,
%' the responsibility for public health rests with the States and local

government,

Massachusetts was the first State, to establish a State Board of
Health. in 1869. In 1920, all the States had established some sort of
State health organization.

Authority f»r State and local public health work is to be found in
the following:

(a) The State Constitution
(b) Acts of the State Legislature
(c) Regulations of the State Board of Health
(d) City ordinances
(e) Regulations of local boards of health

(•vsr)
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2. The Stats health organization is usually a department of the

State government,' The executive officer of the State health organiza-

tion is ordinarily designated as State Health Officer or Commissioner

of Health. Most States provide a State Board of Health or Public

Health Council. The functions of this hoard or council vary from place
to place, are generally advisory, seldem administrative.

The State health' organization is subdivided into a varying number
of bureaus or divisions somewhat as follows*.

1. Administration (including local health administration)

2. Acute Communicable Disease Sontrol

3. Tuberculosis Control

4» Venereal Disease Control"

5 » Laboratories......'

. 6, Sanitation
7. Public Health Education
8 e Public Health Nursing - _

9. Vital Statistics
10. Maternal and Child Hygiene . . •

'

,
.

11. Others provided fairly frequently are. Industrial Hygiene,

Mental Hygiene, Cancer Control, Orthopedics, Adult Hygiene,

Pneumonia, Food* and Drugs, Malaria.

• *
3, From colonial days, in the south the county has been the strong

unit of government^ whereas in the north the township has predominated.
So, in the south public health work is built up strongly around the
county as the unit, and public health activities are- 'decentralized over
the State,, In the northern areas of the countrv, the State is utilized

s
"

as' the core of activity and public health work is highly centralized with
local governmental health- organizations comparatively weak and undeveloped.
Each system has its advantages and disadvantages, and there are exceptions
to this brief summary.

"As you leave the Orientation Course, you will observe for your-
selves the public health practices. in the State where you are at work
and must fit into that pattern. In all of them you will do well to

remember that the State is supreme, it is sovereign in the public health
field.

"A Federal health officer, attached to a State or local health
department, has locally only such authority as may be vested in. him
through temporary appointment to some State or, local office.

"In health matters the Federal government is not superior to the
State but operates in a separate field."



Abstract of and Excerpts from,. Lecture on

LEGAL THEORY OF FEDERAL-STATE PUBLIC HEALTH RELATIONSHIPS

by

Mr. Raymond Sawyer, Senior Attorney, Federal Security Agency
and

Mr. Stanley Drexler, Senior Attorney, Federal Security Agency

lilt is interesting how when history- starts to move, it takes everything
with it.... even the law. More often than not, the law is 'the tail of the

kite.' Our system of law is the common man's check against autocracy.
Indeed, it is perhaps the outstanding distinguishing thing between democracy
and totalitarianism. It, unquestionably, is a part of the picture of the

Federal Government and the States in action together to promote the public
health.

"'It was not until the yellow fever epidemic in New Orleans in 1853
that the first State Board of Health war, created. About the turn of the

century we find the public health forces of the nation organized on a State-
wide basis. From the language used in Title VI of the Social Security Act
of 1935 j Congress apparently thought that there was still something to be

desired along these lines. The Act originally authorized an appropriation
of $8,000,000 a year, and this amount was subsequently raised to $11,000,000
by the 1939 amendments, for the express purpose of assisting States, counties,
health districts and other political subdivisions of the States in establish-
ing and maintaining adequate public health services, including the training
c-f personnel for State and local public health work.-

'"'The history of the public health movement is like that of our American
industry and like that of our American government. It has grown up, like
cur American democracy from towns to counties, then to the States, and more
recently to the Federal Government. And, of course, the law is coming up
the same way. Only, it hasn't gotten here yet. This is true with respect
to statute law (that made by legislatures and the Congress) and with respect
to case law (that made by the judges)."

It is events and conditions which make law necessary. There is plenty
of municipal, county and State public health' law but not much Federal public
health la.w. As long as the States and local boards perform most of the pub-
lic health activity, the laws of public health will remain essentially with
the States and political subdivisions of the States.

"Beginning after the World War and culminating in the Social Security
Act, the local and State governments have continually looked mere and more
to the Federal Government for guidance and financial aid, (probably more
for the latter than for the former.) What the future will be, I do not know,
but it is likely that if the emphasis shifts to the Federal Government, the
law v/ill do likewise.

"It frequently is said that the Federal Government is a Government of
enumerated powers. The State has all the powers of a sovereign. This means
that the Federal Government has only such powers as the States have given
to it/ as set forth in the Constitution."

(•ver)
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"Our Federal Government is comprised of J48 individual, sovereign
States.

"Turning to the Federal Constitution, it pr.obably will come as a

surprise to learn that there is no provision whatsoever expressly relat-
ing to public health. Khowing that the Federal Government is one of

enumerated powers only and knowing that the Federal Constitution is

silent as to public health powers, the Supreme- Court might well have
said, under our form of government, public health is entrusted solely
to the States, and not 'co the Federal Government.

"Rare it is, I suppose, when men and women of science freely give

credit to the lawyers. But here is an instance where you will all agree

that the nine lawyers composing the Supreme Court of the United States

have performed a distinct public service. These lawyers did not strike
down every attempt of Congress to exercise a power not expressly given
in the Constitution. Instead, they invoked the clause of the Constitu-
tion which gives Congress power to make laws necessary and proper for
carrying into execution any cf the powers expressly -vested in the
national government by Constitution.

"There are three major express grants of power under* which it might £
be possible for the Federal Government to concern itself with public
health;

(1) The treaty making power •

(2) Common defense or the taxing power and general welfare

(3) Regulation of commerce

"Congress, through its acts, has confined the Federal Government to

four principal fields of activity:

(1) Operation of Marine Hospitals
(2) Quarantine control (foreign and interstate) .

(3) Research

(U) States Relations
The most impressive thing about the study of Federal legislation pertain-
ing to public health is the extent to which Congress has leaned over back-
wards :

(a) To keep the Federal Government out of the actual day to day
public health work

(b) To keep the public health worker under 'the control of the
States and municipalities

(c) To make the Federal Government a center of research, a center
for the exchange of ideas .and a sort of overall advisor.

"Every person assigned by the Federal Government to the States or
local governments to do public health work is subject to State law. The
influence of the federally assigned official is supported, not by the
strong arm of Federal law but by the ability cf the official to get along
and cooperate with the State and local officials. Much if not all of the
past prestige of the Public Health Service in the field of Federal-State
relations has been contained in the persuasive and cooperative powers' of
Che Servipe rather than in its legal powers."

•



Abstract of and Excerpts from Lecture on

RELATION OF STATE AND FEDERAL GOVERNMENTS

by

Firmer Medical Director U. Si Public Health Service, Allan J. McLaughlin

(now retired)

"The- ideal relation between Federal and State governments in public

health work should be such as to insure the covering between them of the

entire field' of -public health.

"The functions of the U.'S. Publi : -oh' Service may be considered

unaer the following heads:

1. Police 3* ' Demonstrative
2. Investigative k- Coordinative"

1. Police Function: >

'"Police power resides in the States and has been given to Federal
health authorities in but few cases. The quarantine laws of 1890 and

1893 are examples. They relate respectively to the prevention of the

spread of cholera, yellow fever, smallpox and plague from one State to

another; and in 1393 > to all communicable diseases providing for

cooperative activities with State and municipal health boards in the
enforcement of State laws.

"For practical purposes, satisfactory results uan be secured in most

sections by utilizing State power alone, coordinated with the Federal ser-

vice in a national program.

"The most effective means of preventing interstate spread of disease
at the disposal of the Federal government today lies in the development
and utilization in every State department of health of strong divisions
for control of communi cable diseases, water and sewage."

2. Investigative Function ;

"The Act of 1912 authorizes the Service to study and investigate the
diseases of man and conditions infl propagation and spread
thereof, including sanitation and sewage, and the pollution directly or

indirectly of the navigable streams and lakes of the United States.

"Under this broad authority, investigation of any phase of public
health work may be undertaken. Availability of funds determines the rate
of progress."

3. Demonstrative Function:

"Nothing compares in effectiveness with an actual demonstration of
how work should be done in the individual communities. Congress has
riven specific authority for demonstrations in rural sanitation con-
tingent upon partial support by State or local agencies."

(over)



Um Coordinative Function:

"in achieving national success against any public health' problem the

coordinative function of the Public Health Service is perhaps the most
important one. T.a secure the maximum improvement in our national health,
some Federal coordinating agency is necessary in order to secure a

synchronous attack upon any disease, with uniformity of method over the
entire area of the United States.

"'Public health work aims at the eradication of preventable disease,
the elimination of corrigible physical and mental defects, and to achieve
such aims demands a partnership with an exhibition of most perfe-ct team-

work by Federal, St:v o end local officers, vherc is ample precedent for
this type of Federal cooperation with State and leoal authorities, as

Congress has passed similar legislation covcrinsg good roads, vocational
education and farm demonstration work. 1 '
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a ,! d code has meant the saving of much life in this war emergency. The
only safe milk is a properly pasteurized milk,

4. MALARIA . The Army has declared war on the malaria mosquito,
drains all ponds or quiet-wat _;r-breeding places or oils them to kill
mosquito larvae, "but this is not enough. The territory outside the

Federal reservation is not under Army control. It is necessary for
the public Health Service, in cooperation with State and health de-

partments to institute control measures in and around camps against the
anoplw.-l^s au'drimaculf-.tus, or malaria-carrying, mosquito. Congress
authorized the enlargement of the cooperative State and Federal malaria-
control program and todav over 5,000 workers arc; -ngaged in carrying
on malaria control measures around the camps under Public Health Service
ti

I fen Leal GUHorvision.

B -.URAL SAM J.TAT I Oil. Much inpr to sanitation in rural
America has resulted from the .'. P. A. project's for building sanitary
privies. Nearly throe million homes now have improved excreta disposal
from the nation-wide cc igram carried on by the State Health
Departments. This has resulted in lowering th„ hookworm incidence
and th death rate from intestinal dise s- throughout the South.

I'any of th. s> nil ns and sanitary ur rs in this class, as.

well rs the medic..1 officers and >ublic health nurses, will have
occasion to stimulate the sanitary privy building program in the
communities in which they work.

Sanitation is oa- of the outstanding probl ras in th i i r-

activity aro-as - many times rural in character - vher.,

population influx has occurred.

Yon will find sari .".istriet office of the
U. S. Public H-alth Service willing to assist you, if their help is

requested by the State Health Officer of y ur State, "Lanham Act"
funds arc be-ing used to ^s r'iet in improvi s .

' bicn in many local
areas arounil Army camps and war industries.



Outline of Lecture on

PUBLIC HEhLTK NURSING IN STATE AND LOCAL FROGRAMS

by

Anna Heisler, Public Health Nursing Consultant •

U. S, Public Health Service

A. Public Health Nursing in a State Health Department

1. Administration:
The place of public health nursing in State Health Department
organization, as of July 1, 1^42, was as follows

:

a. Separate Bureau or Division of Public health Pursing in
State Health Department - 32

b. Nursing director unaer Central administration (no separate

nursing budget) - 5

c. Nursing a section under the Division of Local Health YTork - 8

d. Nursing s section under Division of Child Hygiene - 6

2. Personnel in the Public Health Nursing Unit-:

a. Director or chief
b. Supervisors or consultants
c. Educational director
d. Staff nurses

3. Functions of the Public Health Nursing Unit:

a. To assist the State merit system agency in defining the

minimum qualifications for public health nurses.

b. To assist the State merit system administrator in evaluating
the qualifications of public health nursing applicants.

c. Tc assist local health administrators, upon request, in

selecting nurses from a list of approved applicants.

d. To assist in recruiting promising nurses for employment in

the State .

e. To assist in the introduction of new nurses when necessary.

f. To plan and direct a staf.. ducation program for the entire

group of local public health nurses.

g. To coerdinate the nursing services offered by a State Health

Department in order to avoid overlapping of services and to

promote maximum efficiency.

h. To advise the directors of the special divisions of the St^te

Health Department on matters involving the s^rvic,s of public

health nurses

.

i. To serve as the public health nursing re . bative of the

State Health Department on various State and national boards

and committees concerned with health and welfare problems.

( over)



Bo Public Health Nursing in a Local Health Program.

1. Administration:

a. Local health department with u full-time, health officer.
b. Visiting nurse association or other private agency.
c. Board of Education.

2. public Health Nursing Personnel in 'a Local Health Agency*

a. Director of Public Health Nursing.
b. -Supervising Nurse.
c. Educational Director.*

d. Staff nurses

.

3. Functions of public Health Nurses in a Local Program.

a. To make home visits for the purpose of giving bedside-

nursing care or demonstrating home care.
b. Tj assist the health officer and other physicians in

teaching individuals and groups, at clinics and else-
where, principles of healthful living, prevention of
disease, and restoration to health.

c. To JiS^i-st the physicians in conducting clinics of various
soi bs,

d. To cooperate with other health and welfare agencies toward
maximum efficiency in meeting the health needs -of -the •

c immunity.



Abstract oT and Excerpts from Lecture on

LGCAL HEALTH DEPARTMENT ACTIVITIES

by

Dr. R, E. Fcx, Director .of County Health Work

N«rth Carolina State Board of Health

In the local health departments, we find the trained persons who do the

detailed medical, nursing, and sanitation work corresponding to' the privates
in the Army. These departments do the day to day work on the firing line in-

public health and are performing work in the home, school, ond factory.

Brief mention will be made of the personnel in such local health depart-
ments with their duties.

In North Carolina, the personnel generally consists of five' perse :

1. Health Officer; I. i ublic Health Nurse; J. Sanitary Officer;
li. Public Health Dentist; and, 5. Clerk.

Progran n-xng is very important. The public health program must be

planned by the entire staff—the nurses, the sanitation personnel, dentist
and clinical staff contributing their part in working out the publi© health
program for i , such program to be approved in its entirety by
the health off ie r The health officer, in addition to his administrative
duties of public r^lacions, office routine, budgets and general supervision
of the entire • -, has his professional duties, consisting of; 1. Health
education; 2, Immunization, conduct of clinics such as maternity and infancy,
Venereal Disej ' I rculosis, Crippled Children, and eye; 3» Physical
examination -i -hi r-i-., teachers, a.nd food handlers; I4. Special services -

malaria, rabies , intestinal parasites; 5. Diagnostic services - isolation,
quarantine, and release.

The publi : urse places first on her list public health education,
for she is the avenue through which the health officer can bring about
understanding in the home of the entire disease - prevention program of the
local health ieparti ; it. She has many duties, among which are included:
1. Prenatal, - 1, d postnatal aa.re; 2. Midwife supervision; 3- Infant
preschool, school, and lth; It* Watching out for communicable
disease, both in the- school and home; }. 6ion; 6. Orthcnedic ser-
vices .

The public he; ' t is not included in all local health depart-
ments, but this d.-. ti r n a been emphasised in North Carolina. Here
again education is stressed, and demonstration teaching is carried on

examinations and prcr ylaxis; correction: -r^ mi ie for una r-privileged
children under thir -s; teaching 1 are carried o] -en
in the class r :)

i Ln P.T.A. txd communitji groups.

The sanitary officer is called up«n for many miscellaneous services,
but here again public health education is placed first. I'" the Public does
not understand why certain sanitation procedures must be carried out, doin^
those things will not become every-day aabits with t'

(over)
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Among the tasks of the sanitary engineer arid* sanitarian are included:

1. Sanitary disposal of human wastes by construction of sewerage systems
in towns or building septic tanks or privies in rural areas; 2. Safe-

guarding water supplies; J>. Supervision of^ foods and food establishments,
including milk supplies; i_w Special services ,. such "as ;malaria and rodent

control, swimming pool sanitation.

The office clerk is the last of the five members of the local staff

but not the least, She is the link with the public. She interprets the

department activities to the public and distributes literature when mothers,
children, dairymen, and others call vt the office while the professional
personnel is absent on field work. She generally handles the keeping of

records of births and deaths. Also, she must be a good stenographer , be

able to keep financial accounts, and do all manner of miscellaneous
duties.

She is one of the most important members of the lecal health depart-
ment, and care in the selection of a good clerk is very important . She

is a vital factor in building GOOD WILL.

•



Abstract of and Excerpts from Lecture on

PUBLIC HEALTH LABORATORY allD ITS RELATIONS TO PUBLIC HEALTH

by

Br. Gk ,.: Porry, Chief, Bureau of Bacteriology -, Baltimorcj Md.

"The primary function of n public health laboratory is collaboration
with mcdic:\l and public health officials in the diagnosis and control of

human illness*

"The purnosc of a public hv.-j.lth laboratory is not to make a diagnosis,

That is the function of the. licensed physician. The physician v;ho fails

to use laboratory service ?nd depends entirely on his clinical observa-
tions jcop rdiscs th< welfare and life of his patient.

'"'The isol-tion of the typhoid bacillus from the blood stream, the

isolation of the tubercle bacillus from sputum or other body fluids arc

examples of laboratory findings which may be tantamount to a diagnosis.

"Control of dj is dependent upon correct diagnosis which in

turn is dependent often times on laboratory findings."

In 1
•;

I
rate through a system of branch laboratories

to give s rvine to all p-rts of this State which extends down the

Ches~F the Atlantic Coast on the east, rend into the

.-gheny Vou e ins on xho west.

"Qne important function of a public health labor tory is winning
the support of the medical profession for the public health program as

a whole. The general practitioner of medicine is actually the first line

h. alth official. Public health is dependent upon him in many ways. Many

requests arc mode of the practicing physician in making our birth and
eh certificates, in reporting communicable- diseases for which he

usually receives no compensation. The labor tory gives him a diagnosis
which he needs and wants. This is often the means of creating a friendly
attitude toward the health department and securing his cooperation in
the control of infectious diseases and his moral suoport in other activi-
ties of t! 1th department."

Direct control of infectious diseases through laboratory aid in

diagnosis of such diseases as diphtheria, amoebic and bacillary dyscnt
gonorrh^- , syphilis, malaria, epidemic meningitis, pneumonia, rabies,
scarlet fever end other streptococcal diseases; tuberculosis, tularemia,
typhoid, par id, tyohus and spotted fev_r, undulant fever and other
diseases is one of in uses of a laboratory.

".-.side from this, an important function of a public health labora-
tory is the indirect control or prevention of disease by safeguarding
the quality of products liable to transmit the infectious agents of

disease. Of great import- ncc is our milk rend water supply. Constant
supervision and laboratory tests on the .--

. -re essential. The public
h lth laboratory must examine foods other than milk, such as shellfish
ojid cr - t and ice cream. Chemical tests arc frequently necessary to
determine proper pasteurization of milk, potency of drugs and freedom of
foods from adulteration"

(over)
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The production of biologicals is also an important function of some

laboratories.

The control of the efficiency of various types of laboratory work
has recently become- a function of public health laboratories. Control
work has become a more and more important function of our Service. With
ten branch labor tories working under the main Br-ltimoro laboratory,
coordination becomes an important problem.

A careful and systematic control system is the "sine qua non" of

every dependable: laboratory service. It is sc important that the
principle hes been applied by the U. 3. Public Health S rvice and "by

the States in evaluating serologic tests for syphilis.

Nothing is more important than our attitude toward public health
as a whole. Never should we become engrossed in our work as health
officer, engineer, nurse, statistician or labor vtory worker that we
forget our connection with this great enterprise.

In public health, we have many workers in federal, State and
municipal organizations. In :.ny one organization we have- diverse
services and interests, An important function of all the component
parts of j. large organization is that they function as a whole, that
they are not suspicious of their fellow workers, but find in them
co-workers and friends « ¥e are all a part of a largo public health
service organization which has a high purpose and a splendid record
of which we all feel very proud. Cherish e.nd guard it zealously.



Abstract of and Sbccerpts fro: bure on

HEALTH EDUCATION

by

w Derryberry

Health education has long been a major objective of public health but

little concentrated work has been done toward achieving v . It was a thing

everybody did "when they had time."

Effective health educational work has suffered from confusion of what is

health edu . Some think of it only as publicity; others as community
councils s"; ethers as publication and distribution of posters,

pamphlets,, etc.

Confusion ar: >f understai e earn,

confuse t . Health educators c nental

laws of learni ' acational work. Some o
-

i
freely stated

are '•

l 1. :; r.hey a^e interested. seldom interest©.

in he- ; when they are sick. Ignoring this law may cause us
to beci me: iforcing regulations or telling peopl what they

must do, (

' pushing our own interests to exclusion c interests
of the public.

.
Ltors of hea.lt r

2. Pi oeing satisfied from ar^ experience. ist render
our service ! tent is pleased :'

i what he received, not

over- sell won't be delivered.

3.
'"." receiving the s — .e -.clvice fr:r. :. mist

ing advice to the people.

A. :
•: y :

' -pie. We must practice < hat we preach.

5. People frcr. every e :ce even thrugh .',.
. teaching

may not have been done . If their experience was satisfying, they appreciate

|! eturn; if unsatisfying, id future cor.

DISCUS: EMT OF ".

The clas nto several groups who should consider them-
selves health a-. mposed of doctors, ; neers, laboratory
workers, and i clerk. LI elect a ssion

ier, and will each part Lng out a solution of these war area
en to you. meet together

from day to , you . rom the lec-
tures in this course, . fields of sanitation, venerea &se?, oublic
health nursing, industrial . etc., and, in particular, Lsh you to
set forth .11 use the practical suggestions
in community organization given by Dr. Morgan. All i f the group will
participate in the planning just as you ;. ited to do in your health de-
partment stai tings. At the close of the course, each two groups with the
same pro> ssent their solution before the staff and
the rest of the class, who are "jxpec-ted to criticize constructively the presen-

tion,

(over)
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The attached detailed description of a war area describes situa-
tions typical of the ones into which ;

rou will be sent when you have completed
this orientation course. To give you experience in solving the problems you
vd.ll encounter in the field, you are asked to discuss this problem within your
group and to show how you vould adjust the existing program to cope with the
situation. Emergencies always require increased intensity of work, adjustment
of program and careful planning to assure maximum efficiency. You are, there-
fore, expected to plan a distribution of the available time of the personnel
now employed by the health department among the various health activities. For
example, if you plan to increase the Venereal Disease clinic sessions, where
will you get the addtional medical and nursing tine? Fill you reduce the school
examinations, eliminate certain maternal and child health conferences, or how?

• After you have worked out the time distribution of the present personnel
assume that a physician, a nurse and a sanitary engineer from this class were
assigned to the department. That activities would you assign to them? Would
new activities be undertaken? What would the change in distribution of activi-
ties among the original staff? Be prepared to give reasons for your dicisions.

WAR ACTIVITY" AR3A PROBLEM

Industrial - In Illinois - Shipyard adjacent to small town surrounded by -•

rural area.

Per capita, income • rate Population of air-ea * 194-0 **• 4,200
19^2 - 9,OQ0

Schools - I high school
h elementary school Doctors - 2

•

Dentists - 1 ;
1 1 se dentist to Midwayes - 4

be piovide'd by U. S.

Public Health Service) Hospitals - 1 - 4-0 beds (7 miles distant!
1 - 100 beds (13 miles distant)

Churches - 3
I

Health Department - No full-time county health department (part of a State
district health department comprises 3 counties)

Local per capita expenditures for health - zero. State law prohibits county '

levying a tax for local health services.

^
IA city of 25,000 in the same county has a full-time progressive city health |

department with a large full-time staff including physicians, engineers, and
other full-time personnel.

Voluntary health agencies - None
No visiting nurse association.
No other community organizations.

Typical problems
Shortage of medical and dental services. I

Housing shortage (Federal Public Housing Authority has programmed 350 family
j

• dwelling units, 288 dormitory units and 204 war apartments for the area,
most of which are already occupied. There are also 250 FPHA trailers in
town.)

Environmental sanitation
Sewage disposal (open pit privies)
Garbage disposal - none . ..

.

No food or milk control. I

Transportation facilities not ad'equate.
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COT35UNITY KlALTfl I HON PLAN

by

Dr. Lucy S. Morgan, Health Education Consultant, :

. ~. .H.S.

As the first step in organizing a community health education
uld suggest that a survey of the community be made which would si

all the assets lined up i ; st the health problems.

In the asset column e the names of useful peoj L .

pie arc th 'ie] • 1th

education has, the profess:., o
I
-ho represent agencies

but 11 perso ble of leader • r :ihg,

.. in the asset list the tools . alth
• and location c ach, i.e.

,

stati shines, film str -and slide projectors,
films, . 1m £ | fcs c all kin

ire. on list I »vould check grou >s. r people
Lonal, labor, church, na . ung

it Drtant ' r groups and

not becaus - ffiliations. Pr

i their natura] set that education
•

t list would be meeting places, 'fncre do people

c

possible sources of funds for s nal
terials , ...-.,

uld line up all the health pr<

'or th- • the talking
to help put the on ;r sross.

t ' s tii •:! the probl

down on pujr : r . But

first -- -

• th purp se of your program is to reach
• In ind :

-

'

i infer: or

is. He ;
" to

ms? Ci
•

r stricts
or v/ill th e-all on

st ;c • t (on paper r or

is .:ho arc or should be in community
ten L. per 11 him

on - the probl ag

(If th s job i sod on.; each : concen 11

pi en was his own brigh Ld^-a.)

fore it is formed) has been sold individually en the ie.

(ov r





Abstract of and Lecture on

FT 7
;!!) ' TOM

by

11. •.. Mil] r, B.S>, '.
., Milk Specialist

. . Public Health Service District Not 2, Bethesda, Md.

The U. Si Public Health Service Milk Ordinance and Code is our
Bible." To bring the little volume into being the sponsor, the late Senior
Sanitary Engineer, Leslie C. Frank, has liter I one down "into the Valley
Of the Shadow of Death."

personal Lences over the United States in the past ten years
in bringing communities t* a realization of the need for grading and labeling
milk according to its sanitary quality, have led t« certain procedures in
the field of applied milk sanitation of which a few will be mentioned.

"The first requisite in obtaining milk sanitation is a definite, feasible,
workable pr . -he program on which a milk sanitation project is built is

comparable to the blueprint which is used as a guide by the architect in the
construction of a beautiful building or a bridge. The blueprint is made first.

That is the guide. If it is right and its interpretations are right, the
resulting product of the labor will be right. So it is with milk sanitation,
'The' Milk Cede is our blueprint since it combines the technical knowledge of
the ablest exc ;rts ) the United States in the milk field, and sets forth a

practical plan ef replication cf the principles of proper milk sanitation so

that the farmer or producer is rewarded with a high grade if he uses basic
sound princi ie is lowered as he fails to do so. Th - ies

are placed on the milk container and the general public beqomes the enforce-
ment agent for carrying the milk sanitation to a successful conclusion by
choosing the high grades and discarding the low ones.

"Beside providing a protection to th? better dairymen, such as a system
of grades lends itself admirably to complete and effective enforcement, for
unless the high standards once attained ar maintained, the dairyman will
lose his coveted rating through the inspecting officer. This not only
touches his eocketbock, but hurts his pride, which is a far greater weapon
than a small fine or v. short embargo.

!"'ilk sanitation from the standpoint of public health is for the pur-
pose not onl^ of improving' quality, but to increase saj ty, In this regard
it should be constantly borne in mind that the on] ilk is a high
quality raw milk which Lthor properly pasteurized or boiled.

eourization docs not improve poor milk, nor does it ' ilk good.
It doesn't make dirty milk clean. All ^.-steurization does, ~nd all
that it is intended to do, is to elk ssfj. There ar: some ten
diseasjs transmissible through milk which Ld dc form, such
-typhoid fever, dipht , scarl nd sentic sore throat. Rv '

of : organisms is destroyed, in the process of proper pasteurization.

"Qualified inspectors working full-time in State and local health
departments are essential for the success of ?n;- milk sanitation program.' 1

(ov
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"Tho milk inspector must have the full support of the health depart-
ment and the project must have the support of public opinion. The sani-
tary status of a milk suppljr will be in proportion to the demands of the
people for good milk. Any project must be popularized and for this a

favorable press is indispensable. Every health worker should have some
knowledge of the principles of publicity.

"It is only when we join hands with the institutions of higher learn-
ing and the people in their extension service; with the sanitary engineer
and the veterinarian; with the public health official and the public
health nurse; with the women's clubs and civic organizations; it is only
with the support ar.d hearty coop-ration of practicing physician's who
realize the" significance of 'GRADE A PASTEURIZED MILK'" and the serious-
ness of milk-borne epidemics that we can go forward. : Cooperation is the
keynote and progress the objective, however it may be obtained,"

»

f



Abstract of -Mid Excerpts from Lecture on

TliE PASTEURIZATION OF MILK1

by

P. A. Sanitary Engineer (r) ' John Andrews, -U.-S,P.H.S.

The public-health significance of pasteurization has been ably expres

by Doctor Rosenau-. "Next to water purification, pasteurization is the most

rtant single preventive measure in the field of sanitation,"

•

Although Pasteur did not originate the pasteurization of milk, the process

which bears his name was based on his work during the period 1360-1870' on the

heating of wine and beer. It may be of interest briefly to mention some of the

milestones in the development of modern pasteurization.

1873 -
1 , in New York City, advised the boiling, in the feeding bottles,

of milk for infants.

1886 - Soxhlet, in Germany, devised an apparatus for sterilizing milk in baby

bottles in the' hone, ^oiling for J4O minutes was advised.

1893 - Nathan Straus, in New York City, or ;he first of many infant milk
depots for dii sterilize::

1890-" - ' developed continuous-flow milk heating apparatus.

Ten -ore 158° F. to 185° F. were used, with indefinite,

if • iy, ] ol '

. and inaccura c itrolsj this was "flash pasteuri-
zation." pinion lic.al profession and health officials

ization was an un -able commercial process intended
only t : deli ; :

.

1895 - M nrad, in nended the holding of heated milk in tanks for

30 minutes or more. Suggestion was not adopt i.

1903 - • Jolt in feeding tenement house. : s on raw and

pasteuri: k.

1906 - Rosenau. • 'tor of the Hygienic Laboratory of the U. 3. Public
Health an ar: - A Service, determined the thermal death points
of milk-borne pathogens, finding that lixO

3
F» for 20 minutes was just

sufficient for the destruction of the most heat-resistant one— the

tubercle bacillus. This work, and that of other i: tors, inspired
fidsnee in such low tei r ires for pasteuriz founda-

tion for the .sue ,.t genen : septancc of the ss by health
: S ,

1907 - The. first ap] is for y 'izing milk by the holding method on a

cor- 1 i ."-.lied in New Y ri< lity, ; >rth, in 19
had r stion. Milk was h t c t< liiO-IJO F. and held'

for 30-U5 minutes, isc of pasteuriz 1 sd rapidly during
' the following years.

1922 - The "Endicott Experiments"', conducted at Endicotl Y, by a large
grouo' of experts', showed numerous engineering defects in commercial

urizing . tus, but 'confirmed previous work on the rmal death
times of milk-borne pathogens.

1926 - Leslie C. Frank and associates in the Office of Milk Investigations,
U. 3. Public Health Service, be an researches into the efficiency of
commercial pasteurization equipment; this work emphasized corrective

asures and was th Lsfor the -present equipment specifications of
the U.3.P.H.3. Milk Ordinance and Code.

Based on lecture formerly given by Sr. San. Engr. F. J. Moss, U.S.P.H.S.

(over)
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1927 - U. S. Public Health Service began researches on high-temperature
short-time pasteurization, in cooperation with other health, agencies

.

1933 - Definition for 'high-temperature short-time pasteurization first
included in U.S.P.H.S. Milk Ordinance. This method is not synonymous
with the old, discredited "flash" method.

Pasteurization is defined in the ordinance as thu heating of every
particle of milk or milk products to at least lli3° F» and holding thereat
for at least 30 minutes, or to at least 160 F« and holding thereat for at

least 15 seconds, in approved and properly operated equipment.

The following table is a summary of the milk-borne disease outbreaks

reported by State and local health authorities as having occurred in the

United States during the years 1923-19^4-1 » inclusive:

Disease-

Typhoid fever
Paratyphoid fever
Scarlet fever and septic sore

throat
Diphtheria
Dysentery '

Food poisoning and gastroenteritis 107
Undulant fever
Miscellaneous

T*tal

The above data are incomplete, since not all outbreaks and cases are
reported, and since several milk-borne diseases do- not usually occur in

epidemic form. The groat majority of the outbreaks and cases were from'
raw milk and milk products. The value of pasteurization in preventing
disease has been clearly proved by experimental work, by epidemiologic and
statistical methods, and by animal experimentation. It has been clearly
proven to be economical, practical and feasible. The objections that have
been raised to pasteurization may be summarized as follows; (l) a poor
grade of milk might be used, (2) the flavor might be impaired, and (3)
the nutritive value- might be significantly reduced. All these objections
are unsound. f

The use of prsteurized milk has steadily increased, and in American
urban communities of over 1,000 population in 193&, 75/° °f "ho market milk
was pasteurized. For cities of 500*000 and over the percentage was 97*5/2;

for cities of 10,000 and over, 83;?; for cities of 1,000-10,000, 39;t; and
for communities 1,000-2,500, only 2l;.5$« The great majority of milk-borne
disease outbreaks occur in the small communities 'having a low percentage
of milk pasteurized and inadequate sanitary control of the milk supply.

The Public Health Service recommends, without qualification , that all
milk should be both properly produced and properly pasteurized or boiled
before consumption.

Outbreaks Cases Deaths

Ul9 6,939 518
25 1,053 22

188 17,891 182

15 215 7
16 1,317 20

;is 107 U,672 6

20 172 1

12 525 2

802 32,78ii 758



Abstract of and Excerpts from Lecture on

FOOD AND RESTAURANT SANITATION

by

S. H. Hopper, Ph.D.

Universit; orth Carolina, Chapel Hill, ". !,

Objectives in food control a rotectidn against infection, con-

tamination, adulteration and harmful chemicals. The program lies- two aims,

prevention of disease and promotion of good, health by proper body build-
ing fon

The largest recent outbreak of disease from infect d food was in

1939, when 609 cases of bacillar occurred.

Possible causes cf injury due to foods are: (more important causes
underlined)

a. Natural poisons (poisonous mushrooms)
b. Animal eeresites (trichinosis from imporpr^ly cooked pork con-

taining trie!

c. Bacteria (T. 3. or typhoid)
d. bact erial poisons (botulism)

e» 'tomaim poisoning (decomposition of in)

f. Accidental poisons (arsenic-sodium fluori
g.- Compoj i i of food - lack of vitamins.
h. All " - - asiti 1

' person to certain foods)

Relationships between Bacteria -ad Food Sanitation !

1. Syphilis c
-

- read by infected food handlers.
2. - Lve Tract - may be spro; re of

employees to ws.sh h ise.

3. Nose and throai - >y unclean
utansils or by to couglr

4. i carri ets and animals - m; pread by
contact. Poor r ling public

: jurized milk is just as nutritious as
milk, the only viv ^ted being C :h there is

only a small -mount in milk, and pasteurization onl^ ! ded
safeguard.

Common deficiencies found on ins; "
- jhs ;

1. Ignorance of restaurant ma: rs o n regulations an hods
of cleanliness. Education through short school

2. Health cards frequently a mere formality
public health protection.

3. Sanitation defects, lack of cleanliness, no screening, uns ' -

factory storage of food.
A. lYash water temperatures too low.

(ov
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STWARY

Ways in which diseases may be spread due to improper food and
restaurant sr.nita.tion:

1. Unclean glasses, dishes, silverware-exposure of food to coughing,
sn jezing, and spitting.

2. Use of common cups, tow3ls, and toilet articles by employees.

3. Failure of employees to wash hands thoroughly after each visit
tc toil?t.

4. Employment of ocoDle who are carriers of diseas :, that is,

people who may not feel sick but s^cr^te disease germs and
spread then,

•

5. Use of ungraded milk and milk products.
6. Lack of screening and exposure of food to flies.
7. Imporpor washing, .preparation and r frigeration of foods.

8. Use of uncertified oysters.

9. Improper storage of food, lack of rat and roach control.
10. Use of contaminated water in homemade drinks.

11. Plumbing and water supply incorrectly connected.
12. Cleanliness of prime importrnc :, that is plenty of soap and hot

water, ?nd good housekeeping.

(
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RURAL SANITATION

by

Assistant Sanitary Engineer C. H. Atkins'

Sanitation Section, U. S. Public Health Service

Rural sanitation is the maintenance of a sanitary environment for t

rural population, which is so located that usually each h must be serv
by separate water supply and excreta disposal facilities.

The Rockefeller Sa/iitary Commission, one of the first organizations to

start rural sanitation work in America, wis established in 1909 for the pur-

pose of combating hookworm disease. The hookworm control program was sub.'/ -

quently carried on by this Commission, and also the U. S. Public Health Ser-
vice and State boards of health after 700 counties in eleven southern States
were surveyed. The program consisted of the construction of sanitary privies
and giving medical treatment for hookworm.

In the widespread rural sanitation program carried on through eleven
southern States by the U. 3. Public Health Service in cooperation with State
boards of health, the earth pit privy was found most practical. Soil
pollution was prevented, fecal matter was prevented from being scattered
through the neighborhood and thus hookworm typhoid fever and dysentery were
sharply reduced in the populations in those areas where sanitary privies
were built and properly used.

In December 1933> O.W. .. Was inaugurated to relieve unemployment and
under the C.W.A. and 1V.P.A. programs the Public Health Service assisted the
State health departments in a nation-wide rurel sanitation program, which
greetly reduced intestinal diseases in rural America.

Approximately 3>000,000 sanitary privies were built in 38 States. This
was a very large construction program, sailing for one billion board feet of
lumber and over six million bags of cement and other largo amounts of

;rials, totaling over 110 million dollars, of which the property owner
paid approximately 50^. In spite of this comprehensive program of sanita-
tion improvement much work remains to be done. Careful studies indicate

t approximately four million homes in rural America lack sanitary excr.: -

disposal facilities at this ti: .

The importance of rural sanitation in reference to military forces and
industrial workers has b^en recognized by the U. 3. Public Health Service.

Reconnaissance surveys by the Service in 1+68 war-activitj s revealed
b 165,000 sanitary privies arc needed in these localities •. s well as

135*000 sanitation improvements to privrte and semi-public water sup 1

to. make scnitary facilities available for the war v/orkors end soldiers which
• uent these areas. A start has been made through the use of Lariham Ao*

funds, to improve- those insanitary conditions, in these war-activity are
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The Public Health Service has assigned many sanitary engineers to

assist State and local health departments in these war-activity areas.
These engineers and sanitarians are endeavoring to have septic tanks and
privies built rind sanitary improvements to water supplies made, through
education, salesmanship and the enforcement of sanitary laws.

"The majority of State health departments have developed pirns and
specifications governing the construction of septic tanks and sanitary
privies. The construction of these facilities in war areas must be done

in accordance with State requirements. Thosr sanitary engineers and
sanitarians who promote and supervise this work in war-activity areas
should thoroughly acquaint themselves with State and local sanitary
laws and bo guided accordingly."

The Public Health Service is planning to assist State and local
health departments in working out as promptly as possible practical
solutions for improved sanitation in rural areas, both during and after
the war.



Abstract of and Excerpts from Lecture on

COMMUNITY FACILITIES UNDER ".THE LANHAM ACT
'

by

Dr> H»ge and Mr. Boyce

At the request of President Roosevelt in the Spring of 1941, 300

million dollars was appropriated by the Congress as Title II to the

Lanham Act to provide ."'Community Facilities." The President described
the need for such facilities as follows:'

and Naval strategy has been the controlling factor in

determining the location of many new defense establishments. As a

result, posts' and olants have been necessarily located near communities
blio facilities end services for the large numbers of

vrorkers who arrived to construct them and who will b^ needed to operate
the new establi; ave been s of hour In fficient

rater supply, sew^] , sanitary end health facilities, ovi -

ding of trans; i services end inadequate recreational faClli-
'jlcb . * . .

The Fee i eignated as the Federal Agency with
the res . these needed community faciliti . The
U. S, Public ! Tvice was set up as the official agency to c
as to i

: for needed hospitals, I centers, water
supplies, ' posal facilities. In actual pr Lee

I'.orks Agency York closely with the director
and >lic Health Service district offices. te

! in turn make available much data conce^nin local
ion, .end the medical and s Is to the

rict offices.

The application for federal financial assistance is generally filed
by the local community.

"The program of assisting communities in improving public faciliti

-

involves its, loans, and federal construction. Most hospitals financed
entirel he Federal Government are considered as federal projects ai

the title of the proj ained by the Federal Government."

• of hospitals in these war-activity areas or the enlarge-
ment of hospitals in near-by communii s experienced several set-bac
since the necessary priorities for critical materials could not be obtained
from the War Production Board, on account of the demands of the armed services,

The health centers, being of simpler design and calling for less critical
material, have fared better on the whole, and many of these in the South,
Southwest, and Middle West ha- eted, are staffed and are giving
splendid service to the communities over- burdened by the great influx of
new people serving a near-by l^rmj/ camp or air field, or a war industr; .

Over 50% of the funds allotted to communities have r xtensions and
rovements to public rater supply and sewerage systems, sewage and garbs

;

disposal plants, and a large number of these new community facilities are
nov: in operation.

(over)
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The U. S. Public Health Service has been active in assisting these
communities to provide essential public health and' sanitation services.
Early in 1940, it sent teams of medical and .engineer officers, from the
central and district offices, into the field to report upon the needs.
The reconnaissance surveys made during the early days of the national
defense program formed the background for determining the amount of money
needed in each community.

The Public Health Service district offices work in close cooperation
with the states, cities, and counties in their district. The doctors,
nurses, and engineers have followed through closely during the past three
years until the proposed improvements were completed.

It is. interesting to note that in some communities, for instance in
Wichita Falls, Texas, where the state, city, county, and Public Health
Service cooperated in setting up a new Health Service where formerly none
existed, this "Community Facilities" program provided a splendid, modern
Health Center centrally lecated in Wichita Falls, It was completely
equipped^ ana the Public Heal th Service supplied the professional personnel,
that is medical officer, nurse, engineer^ V. D, officer and laboratory worker
to operate the department . Such programs as this are benefitting many war -

activity areas, Early in 1940, there were 40 critical defense areas, but ^
now in 1943; there are 468 war activity areas. The Community Facilities ™
and Orientation Cour.-e programs of the Public Health Service are making it

possible to tuilci up :-he necessary public health and sanitation services
for these citie- and. towns where the ^onulation increase has been great.



REVIEW QUIZ

Second Week

Orientation Course
True-False Statements

If in your opinion, the statement is true, encircle T; if false,
encircle F.

It T. F. Vaccination against smallpox gives positive protection for
a lifetime.

2. T. F. Communicable disease control, public health nursing, sanita-
tion and laboratory are four essential activities of the
Sufite I.'aalth Department,

3 T. 1\ Tno anopheles .;i aclrinaculatus mesquite plays ar important
role in tra:ipm:.itir.g malaria-'

4. T, }
'- Quinine ar.d atatrln are useful in the treatment of malaria.

5. T, 7 &1.1 eoun-y health department hudgets include contributions
fnm local, State and federal sources e

6. T. F« The State is sovereign in matters of public health,

7. T. F. The Foreign Quarantine Division of the U.S. Public Health
Service acts to prevent entry into the United States of:

cholera, typhus anthrax, malaria, and pediculosis.

8. T. F. In peace times "radio pratique" places the responsibility
on, the shipping company and the ship's medical officer for
clearance.

9. T, F. Certified milk is safer than pasteurized milk.

10. T. F. Milk sanitation is one of the duties of the District Office
of the U.S. Public Health Service.

11. T.F. Public Health nursing was the forerunner of organized services
in many rural communities.

j

12. T. F. There are four major grants of power under the Constitution
affecting the public health: 1. War; 2. Treaty making;
3. Taxing; 4. General welfare.

13. T. F. Malaria is a problem of negligible importance in the United
States.

14. T. F. Since the health officer is the fiirector of the local health
unit, he has sole responsibility for outlining the program
for the health department.

(• over)
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15 o To F. . An understaffed local health department cannot afford to
take time to hold periodic staff conferences.

16. T. F. Interest on the part of the learner is one of the indis-
pensable essentials for successful teaching.

17® T. F. Funds from the $11,000,000 provided by Congress under Title
VI of the Social Security Act for the fiscal year 1945
are allotted by States to local health departments,

18. T. F. Congress has leaned over backwards to keep public health
work under State and local control,

19. T = F, The TJ 9 s. Public Health Service is not the agency certi-
fying to puD.lic health needs for approval of Community
Facilities projects under the Lanham Act-

20. T. F. It j s not necessary to have children vaccinated against
smallpox in a community that has been free of smallpox for
five years.

21. T. F„ Activities in local health departments receive less super-
vision from federal and State health departments than before
the passage of the Social Security Act in 1935.
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Abstract of and Excerpts from Lecture on

VENEREAL DISEASE CONTROL

by

R. A. Vonderlehr, Assistant Surgeon General in Charge

Division of Venereal Diseases - U. S. Public Health Service

The Venereal Disease Control Act, passed in 1936, which, now makes
ilable ^12,500,000 made possible real cooperative efforts between the

U. S. Public Health Service and the State health de; iirtm nts in venereal
disease control.

Shortly after the par sage of the Act an Advisory Committee to t

U. S. Public Health Service was appointed to assist and guide in develop-
ing the best practice, and in making changes from time to time, as research
work pointed the ; .

A copy of the report of this Committee will be furnished to you. I

shall simply review th ns briefly '1th you, as they pertain to c ,r-

Ln essential elements which we feel should b. included in any program,
in which Federal aid is requested by the State health department.

are making material progress in the control of syphilis, and wit
the c.id of the sulpha drugs, tremendous cos should b ... made in con-
trolling and reducing gonorrhea.

A w«.rd about administration in a State health department. YJc feel
that Venereal Disease Control work should be the function of a separate
division in a State or largs municipal health department. In the carry-
ing on of the work, it is wise to secure the advice and assistance of a

local or State committee.

Adequate morbidity reports should be secured. The report of the
committee sets forth the specifications on report forms.

adequate and universally available laboratory service for dark field
examinations and serologic tests and for microscopic and cultural examina-
tions for the gonococcus is essential. The public Health Service is now
setting up rapid treatment clinics, one of them in connection with a

hospital treatment center in Chicago. No final recommendations have been
made on rapid treatment yet.

Tilth respect to treatment facilities, clinic service should be pro-
vided without cost for (a) the diagnosis, and emergency treatment of all
persons who apply; (b) all patients referred by private physicians and
(c) all patients unable to pay for private medical care

"1th reference to clinics, it is important that they be conveniently
located and easy of access. Clinics should be held in clean, well lighted
and well ventilated rooms, so located and arranged as to offer privacy.

In reference to the distribution of drugs it is recommended that at

least two of the common arsenical preparations should be distributed with-
out cost to physicians and all other medical agencies authorized by law
to administer drugs in the treatment of syphilis.

( over
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Sulphathiazole should be distributed to every public clinic for the
treatment ef gonorrhea. Purchased in quantity, this drug is relatively
inexpensive, is very efficacious and is essentially devoid of untoward
reactions within the dosage limits necessary to cure the patient with
gonorrhea.

The venereal diseases belong in a category of communicable diseases
and every new patient admitted to a treatment service offers a double
challenge in case finding and case holding. The Committee report sets
forth recommendations for successful techniques in this important field.

The understanding by the patient of the nature of the venereal diseases
and an informed public opinion are essential for a successful venereal
disease program.

Local health departments ar„ finding lay workers may be trained and
used for follow-up and in educational programs , They ar\- Very helpful,
if these persons ar^ selected for their ability to gel; along with other
folks and do a convincing job of selling.

The conmittec report goes into detail on the questions of prophylaxis
and also the rclo of prostitution in the spread of venereal disease.

Your attention is directed to the joint policy agreement, to which the

Surgeons General of the Army, Navy, and U. S. Public Health Service have
adhered in dealing with the involved problem of prostitution.

An example of success in applying this principle was recently reported
in the Washington Post, by Miss Agn .s Meyer, writing from Seattle, Washing-
ton. This article has b-en quoted since it typifies the kind of joint pro-

gram which the military forces, the U. S. public Health Service State and
local health departments, the American Social Hygiene ai sociation, and the

Federal Security Agency are carrying out with considerable success' in the

war areas over the United States.

Abstracts from Article - Washington Post, April 1, lb*43

AHvIY, NaVY, PUBLIC HAnLTH SERVICE AID LOCAL

GOVBKHKENTS IH FIGHT OF Pu.CK^TELRS (

by
Agnes E. Meyer

Seattle is fighting a major battle of its own, a battle that is one

of the most important issues on our social front - the battle for suppression

of prostitution, as the primo factor in the control of venereal disease.

This battle is being waged throughout the- country, but it is highlighted
in Seattle because the allied powers on both sides are strong and both are

determined to win.

On the one side arc arraigned in close formation the representatives
of the United States Public Health Service, the Army, the Havy, the State,
city and county health departments, whose campaign is spearheaded by Seattle's
intelligent end fearless young reform major, William F. DeVin. On the other

side are the invisible, nameless, but no less powerful underworld forces, the
leeches, panderers and racketeers, as firmly entrenched here as in many of

•
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our big citi-s, that never fight in the open, but work rolcntlossly to keep
their hold on the rich graft to be dorivod from the prostitution racket.

Before the war Seattle had always been a wide-open town. It is a

young city that had its first boom when Alaska struck gold.

As the only port north of the Golden Gate, our most important "Test

1 station was placed just across Puget Sound. In addition to
our bluejackets, sailors of every nationality streamed in and out of the
busy harbor.

This was the free-and-easy atmosphere that built up a lucrative back-
street business for the dubious elements that profit in one way or anot
from prostitution. These forces of darkness took care to spread their
usual propaganda that it is better to concentrate the illicit sex trade
in houses of prostitution, in order to keep it from spreading all over the
town. Many of Seattle's, estimable citizens learned to close an eye to what
they considered an unavoidable evil, thereby unconsciously strengthening
the hold which the vice traders had upon the city.

But the underworld failed to reckon with Col. A. P. Clark, who came
to Fort Lewis in October, 1940, as commanding officer of the hospital,
senior surgeon of the .r.rmy post, and venereal disease control officer
for the Puget Sound area. By January, 1941, with only the first nucleus
of troops in camp, 150 new cases of venereal disease were reported at
the camp hospital, and in spite of all efforts at prevention through
prophylactic stations, thousands of treatments were necessary. Colonel
Clark went' into action. Ke carries a multiplicity of duties, but he

never has delegated this broad program for the control of venereal
disease to anyone else.

'Then he began his mopping-up process, the Puget Sound area had about
150 houses of prostitution sheltering from 1000 to 1500 inmates. He

first gave attention to the nearby city of Tacoma, which had a population
of 109,000 and 35 open houses. "17e had favorable conditions for fighting
in Tacoma," said Colonel Clark, giving me the history of his struggles.
"".7e had to wait a while for the change of administration, but then we got
a good mayor who was reelected with a landslide and a good commissioner
of safety. Tacoma was cleaned up -- and I moan cleaned up," added the
Colonel with emphasis. "!7e did it chiefly by educating the people."

Colonel Clark is convinced that the battle against segregated dis-
tricts of prostitution can never be won without the backing of an
enlightened public opinion.

The cleaning up of Tacoma by the hsmy and th<- oity officials, backed
by public opinion, was a permanent job. It is still cleaned up, but the
mopping-up process there in Bremerton, whero the Navy Yard is situated,
and in other surrounding cities, only agf,ravatod the probl .

"A little later, war came and more troops," Colonel Clark continued
his narrative. "Y7e had a change of administration in S-attle, too,
in Mr. Devin that city now has a fine mayor. The houses of prostitution
were officially closed in September, 1941. The results showed at once
in a decrease of Army infections. But things became critical again last

(over)
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July. We held meetings to ask whether Chief of Police Kimsey was going
to town. We kept plugging away. Our relationship with Mayor Devin has
been very satisfactory. We have been patient and tactful. But this was
something that had to be done. Mayor Devin was behind us always, but to
put behind this kind of a campaign what has to be behind it the chief of
police and his staff have to be absolutely honest. Seattle had about 50
open houses when we started in. ^JJow an occasional house opens again
surreptitiously until it is discovered. Wherever you have prostitution
you have a lack of enforcement. As far as the Army is concerned we have-

had excellent results. Whereas we had 150 new cases under treatment in
January, 1941, today we have 62 and we have four times as many troops at

Fort Lewis -as we had then.". .

In the final analysis this reduction in cases resulted in an enormous
saving in training time for our commands, a total of almost 100,000 man-
days. In addition, this work has saved costs of material, personnel and
services amounting to ^550,000, not to mention the saving of construction
of hospital shelter for the cases wo might have had instead of the 62 that
are under treatment. This does riot count the intangible saving in the
lives of these young men and in the contribution they can make to the
fighting forces."

fAlthough. the Army's Fort Lev/is record is superb, the problem for the
Navy is more difficult. It has recently assigned two additional venereal
disease control men to Seattle because the percentage of cases for the
whole Thirteenth Naval Area that were traced back to Seattle was alarmingly
high. As a result of its recent accelerated campaign, its educational work,
lectures and showing of the Naval film, ".Sox Iiygiene," the Navy figures
dropped in February by about 50%, but the number of its cases is still
higher than that of Fort Lewis.

What complicated Seattle's problem during the last year is a manifesta-
tion that has occurred all over the country, The sudden increase 'of

venereal disease cases was traced to the "amateur" as she is called in some
cities, or the "pick-up girl," as the type is described in Seattle. These
girls operate in the taverns and^dance halls. Some of them are out-and-
out^ prostitutes, but police officials in various cities have told me that
many of them are girls with a curiously perverted sense of patriotism who
would not think of having sex relations with a civilian, but feel they are f
doing something for their country when they enter into such relationships
with members of the armed service. Most of them scorn to accept money. •
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VENEREAL DISEASE CONTROL IN INDUSTRY

by

Surgeon Otis L. Anderson, U. S. P, H. S.

Industry in the United States involves a potential labor force of some

53,000,000; 40,000,000 men and 13,000,000 women, 14 years of age or older.
This represents more than 40)j of the population of the entire country. The
health of these 53,000,000 persons is essential for the same reason that
health in the armed forces is essential.

It has b ?en estimated, by combining the results of serologic tests among
selectees and volunteers with surveys of syphilis ier treatment in

represent;?" there are about 3*200,000 persons with syphilis in
the United States. Inasmuch as workers in 'e than \0% of

the entire population, it is appropriate to apply this per cent to the estimates

3,200,000 persons with syphilis resulting in an estimated prevalence of syphi-
lis among workers in industry of 1,280,000.

Industry is confronted witi" the responsiblity of finding a sufficient
number of employables after the armed forces have removed a large number from
the ranks of labor who represent the pick of American manpower. That means
that industry must be seriously concerned with the treatment of as many per-
sons infected with a venereal disease as can be rendered noninfectious and fit
for service. In addition, the control of venereal diseases represents savings
in time and money as well as increased efficiency to the employer. Control
measures are equally important to labor in order that workers may earn more,
may live longer, and may live more comfortably.

In order to assemble authoritative opinion, the Surg.jon General aooointed
an Advisory Committee to the Public Health Service on the control of venereal
diseases in industry. On August 10, 1942, this committee submitted its report
and recommendations. A few of the more important observations reported upon
by the committee are further discussed.

In its broadest outlines, a venereal disease control, program in industry
involves cooperation between four groups: (a) The employer; (b) the employee,
(c) the medical profession; and (d) State and local health departments.

Responsibility for the administration of the program should be shared by
the industrial hygiene and venereal disease divisions of the State Health
Department. Of fundamental importance to the program is the development of
equitable employment policies.

A well-olanned educational program should precede the inauguration of
venereal disease control measures. Unployers must understand and agree with
the objectives and policies of the control program . Employees must be taught
the nature of the infection and the necessity for prompt and adequate treatment:

It is of utmost importance to the success of the venereal disease control
program that the results of the medical examination be considered confiden'
between the worker and the medical staff.

( over)
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A program of venereal disease control in industry utilizing proper medi-
cal management would accomplish the following: 1. Prevent the spread of

venereal diseases through early and adequate treatment; 2. Prevent the devel-

opment of late disabling manifestations by arresting progress of the disease;

3. Assure adequate treatment by requiring that the infected employee produce
satisfactory evidence that he is under proper medical management; 4-. Bring
contacts df infectious workers under medical observation.
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TUBERCULOSIS ' L IN ACTION DURING W:\RTIME

by

] . A. Surgeon Herman E. Hilloboe

'
. S. Public rvice

spects of the tuberculosis problem need vo be emphasized,
partic in this critical warti] xod, since it is necess
manpower, both militar;/ .nc civilian, I tarded.

Up1
I

:
'

1 in

England in this pro; r. '
n

„! rculcsii r ;r ;ly

in the last "Arid . ,

' Lai workers
in n< • sents • terrific

No single agency, official or "olunt; r;
;

is rich or powerful enough
t* control the disease alone c It is lent opporxunity for official
and voluntary agencies to sit ther and work out details of joint

programs.

•ludes t. 'nal principles of public health
ct ice

:

1. Fii

2. Provide isolation anc ad medical care

3. Pr afterc: ilitation

U» Support research in now methods of control
5. Employ all usei' I Lon

Three governmental ;j ] re d to the military forces and
civilian war workers have effect underway to detect and endeavor
to provide treatment for tuberculosis oases. (1) the Medical Cor

of the armed forces; (2) the Sel J
' rvice S , S. Public

lth Service. X-ray examinations ' three groups.

In industrial establishmc; war workers, the U. S. Pub-
lic Health Service can send portable 35 mm. fluorographic units to the
industrial plants to prevent of tuberculosis in key industries.

The problem of previdii lilit for c re is a major one as States
now hi \ jquate resources,, families cone d in war and
cantonment centers must be given particular attention because of the crowded
and unhygienic conditi*;. '• i forded to'

1

t . .

The principle contribution -co b a volu; icy for which
the official agency rar :ly has- 'unds is public health education. Only
in this way can people understand the problem and he ffects their homes
and know the seriousness of the t of tuberculosis. re in the crowded
and poor housing conditions frequently found in towns where new industries
have sprung is a real chance for the vo] :ency to arouse the public.
Here is the place where State and city health departments can utilize health
and sanitation activities.

(over)
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Even if no sanitarium facilities are available for care, outpatient
supervision can be maintained, which if far superior to no care at all.

Official agencies are servants of the pecp'l-e and work under specific
health lawsj, Voluntary agencies are employed by citizen groups as a

medium of doing things not provided for by laws. •

The best results in tuberculosis control are gained when voluntary,
and public agencies work cooperatively, each recognizing the particular
responsibilities and limitations of the other.
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NUTRITION IN PUBLIC H'LALTH

'by

Surgeon W, H. Sebrell, National Institute of Health

Nutrition as a national health program is only in the pioneer stage.

We are just starting to realize its importance in the public health field.

It is about where our sanitation program was in 1900.

"It is a peculiar thing but we always think it is the other fellow
who has the deficiency disease." Nutrition should be recognized as a

means for promoting health, and in the future it is likely to become an
integral part of all health departments.

Nutrition programs are now being carried out in each State under State
Nutrition Committees, in fact nearly every county in America has its
Nutrition Committee in connection with the local defense council.

The war has dramatized the importance of nutrition to us. In England
rationing programs have been in operation since the early days of the war,

and you may think it strange but the population there is now betted fed
than ever before. A point rationing program irons out inequalities. It

really puts into operation a new currency and everyone - rich and poor
alike - gets a share of available food. The vitamins needed by man are:

(1) Thiamin; (2) Riboflavin; (3) Nicotinic acid; (4.) Vitamin C;

(5) Vitamin D; (6) Vitamin A.

Riboflavin deficiency is perhaps one of the most common deficiencies
in the United States. Iron deficiencies are found frequently along the
Eastern Coast because the soils are deficient in iron.

Pellegra deaths in the United States have ranged from 2000 to 4-000

yearly, and these a dless, caused by lack of nicotinic acid. There
are probably 200,000 cases of pellagra annually in the United States.

I am anxious that you understand that I am not urging the widespread
use of "Vitamin pills" to make up these deficiencies in the diet. Vitamins
should be obtained from normal food sources except in the treatment of
disease or under unusual circumstances.

Our national program organized under the Federal Security Agency and
carried on in close coop 'ration with the Department of Agriculture lays its
chief emphasis upon an adequat- diet. Proper foods will accomplish this
object, and it is only necessary to take vitamin pills under a physician's
prescription for specific purposes and then heavy doses arc prescribed.

Let me briefly summarize the s„ven food groups in an adequate daily
diet. It is essential that a person obtain some of each of these food
groups daily,

(1) Milk or milk products
(2) Heat, poultry, fish or eggs

(3) Bread, flour or cereals, whole grain, enriched or restored
(4-) Oranges, tomatoes or grapefruit, raw cabbage or salad gr
(5) Green and yellow vegetables
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(6) Potatoes and other vegetables and fruits

(7) Butter and fortified margarine (with added vitamin A)

You will be interested to know that the Government is receiving the
whole-hearted cooperation of the baking industry and the necessary amounts
of thiamin and riboflavin will be available in all white breads by April
20, 1943, through the enriched flour national program, *

The rationing program in America has been established with a full
knowledge of British experience and though it may become more monotonous
it is quite likely that everyone in America will be able to get an adequate
diet, thanks to the rationing system. As a nation we are likely to become
a better nourlnhed nation than eveF before* We shall become acquainted
with new foods, eat less meat', more milk and fruits and vegetables, and
eur public health, as a nation, should improve.

<

(
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NURSIITG IN WARTIME

by

Miss Pearl Mclver, Principal Nursing Consultant

States Relations Division, U.S.P.H.S.

Nursing Needs

Nurses are the largert single group of professional workers in the health

field. The shortage in the supply of professional nurses is oven more acute

than the shortages of physicians, dentists or engineers. The Army needs 6

nurses for every 1000 men. An army of 10,000,000 means 60,000 nurses in the

Army Nurse Corps. The Navy needs only 3 nurses per 1000 men because corps men

are used for nursing duties aboard all battleships. ' To meet both military and

civilian" needs it is estimated that 100,000 additional nurses will be needed b;

the close of the next fiscal year, June yO , 19^4

•

Proposed Ways to Meet These Needs

1. Every inactive nurse who is capable of full or part-time work is

urged to return to nursing work.
2. The admission of students to schools of nursing must be rapidly

increased* It is estimated that at least 65,000 new students must be admitted

during.the fiscal year 19UU.

3» Agencies employing nurses must analyze their programs and decide what

functions now being performed by nurses could be delegated to other types of

workers. Volunteers and paid nursing auxiliaries should be used for non-nursin/

functions.

Nursing Organization for War Service

1. National Nursing Council for Far Service

This Council, organised in July 19U0, is made up of representatives of th<

five national organizations (A.N. A.; N.O.P.H.N.; N.L.N.E.s A.C.S.N.j and

?
:

. l.C.G.N.), and the Nursing Director of the American Red Cross. The chiefs
of government nursing services arc exofficio members of the Council. The

objectives of this Council are to: (a) coordinate the wartime programs of

all professional nursing organisations; (b) stimulate leadership and
cooperation of nursing grouns on State and local levels; (c) prepare plans
and standards for mooting the war nursing needs, and (d) give professional
guidance and support to governmental efforts that are proposed to assist in

meeting nursing needs.

2. Subcommittee on Nursing, Health and Medical Committee,
of Civilian Defense ana Welfare

Soon after the organization of the Nursing Council, the Health and Medical
Committee appointed a Subcommittee on Nursing. This Committee will do through
government channels what the National Nursing Council for War Service docs
through professional channels.

The five members of the Subcommittee on Nursing arc. all members of the
National Nursing Council for War Service. Thus, there is the closest coopera-
tion between the governmental and nonofficial, or professional organizations
which are concerned with war nursing.

3« American Red Cross

By Act of Cangress, the American Red Cross Nursing Service acts as the
nurse recruitment agency for the Army and Navy. Other activities of the Red
Crass, which have a direct bearing on war nursing, are classes in Home Nursing,

(over)



First Aid and for Volunteer Nurses' Aides.

I4. Field Nursing Consultants

The field consult nt nurses of the Public Health Service, Children's
Bureau and the Red Cross havo served as field interpreter's of all war pro-

grams. However, heavy emergency needs may necessitate the appointment of

special consultants for the war nursing programs.

National Inventory of Registered Nurses

One of the first steps in putting the objectives of the war nursing pro-
gram into effect was to take an inventory of all our available resources. In

October, 19U0, at the request of the National Nursing Council for War Service,

the Public Health Service undertook this survey. Almost 300)00° registered
nurses returned their questionnaires. The inventory was especially useful

in locating inactive nurses and in finding nurses who qualified for the War
Nursing Reserve of the American Red Cross. Because nurses move from one

place to another so rapidly, it became necessary to conduct a resurvey this

spring in order to have a current picture of nursing resources. Consequently,

a 'brief questionnaire on a double postcard was prepared and a reuurvey is

just being completed.

"Training for Nurses (national defense) M Act__
^|

This program is an excellent example of the results of the coordinated
efforts of all war nursing groups. The National Nursing Council, through
its Committee on Educational Resources, proposed the original plan. The

Subcommittee on Nursing endorsed the recommendations and submitted the pro-

posal to the Health and Medical Committee, which in turn referred it to the
Federal Security Agency for the-; necessary legislation. The Congress then
appropriated $1,200,000 for preparing more nurses and placed the administra-
tion of the funds in the Public Health Service. Three types of programs
were authorized, including (l) refresher courses for .inactive nurses;

(2) basic courses for undergraduate or student nurses, and (3) postgraduate
courses in special fields for graduate nurses,

The goals set by the Pub 1 ic Health Service with the available appro-
priations have been reached* However, it is believed that a similar appro-
priation next year will not meet the needs because of the competition for
womenpower. Therefore, the nursing and hospital administration groups have
proposed a plan for the establishment of a Student T far Nursing Reserve.
Bills authorizing an appropriation for this plan are ponding in both the
Senate and the House. The plan permits the voluntary enlistment of e.ny

student nurse who is enrolled in a school of nursing which meets the
requirements outlined in the Regulations of the Surgeon General '"'Training

for Nurses (national defense) 1 '' and provides free tuition, entrance fees,
subsistence, uniform and insignia denoting the student's rank in the
corps. The plan also provides a mqdest stipend for personal expenses and
requires the participating school to sondense the required courses to 2U
or 30 months. Where State laws do not permit graduation at the end of 2I4

te 30 months the student will become a "cadet nurse" for the remainder of the
required 30 month period and may be assigned by her own school to military,
other governmental or civilian hospitals for experience under supervision.

Supply and Distribution o f Nurses

Recently a nursing unit under the War Manpower Commission (similar to the
Procurement and assignment Division for physicians, dentists and veterinarians)
has been authorized and a nurse director has been appeinted. The tentative pla„n&

for this unit include suggestions to utilize the State Nursing Councils for War
Service in a manner similar to the use of State medical societies by the Procure-
ment and Assignment Division.
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INDUSTRIAL ffTirSNE ADMINISTRATION

by

Sanitary Engineer J. J. Bloomfield, .U.S.P.H.S..

National Institute of Health

The Division of Industrial Hygiene operates Ln the National Institute

of Health wher ;earch work of a nature vital to war activities - in

aviation, in ordnance plants, in airplane factories is being carried on.

The Division at the Institute serves in three general ways to carry

on industrial hygiene work;

(1) Laboratory research in our own building vitfc staff expert in

their field.

(2) Field research - with industry.

(3) Technical and consultation services to states and industry.

The importance of industrial hygiene h^s long been recognized by
large industries, which have developed trained medical and nursing staffs

to prevent disease, and prevent lost tim 'r >m illness among the workers,

F v; people r lize the tremendous losses of manpower in J:he industrial
field through accidents and illness. V.e have 56 million work rs in the
United States today. Last year, in our military operations we lost from
11 to 15 thousand men. 18,50'. were killed, in industry. We lost L2 million

da"? from accidents, which corresponds to a 2 month shut down of all
shipyards and airplane plants. Our manpov r nation is critical and we
must prevent this loss of valuable time, by recogi ' rtance of
industrial hygiene, and getting the principles into op n in all our
war industries and among our workers.

Now, under the stress of war, all industrial workers h 1 important
and the Public Health Service is working to install or expand the trained

ff in State health departments. Legal .ion of workers is a responsi-
ility of state and local governments. In the past four years there has
sen a rapid growth in the establishment of industrial hygiene divisions in

State health departments.

Most state units employ at least, s physici n, \ r, a chemist
and. a secretary, who stimulate the work of sanitation and disease prevention

lg those gainfully employed in the State. Attention should ;iven to
-. ccupational diseases for there are definite relationships between - sa;

lusty environment and disease which can be ear . non: 'ated. Then correct!-
measures can be taken and a financial saving to the industry shown. After
this has been done in Dne specific field, it can be expan-..

of personal hygiene, ant; environmental sanitation.

The benefits of industrial hygiene may be broadly divided into t-"0 par'1

,

intangible and the tangible. The former Improved industrial
iblic relations pnr^ the humanitarian as its, 1 er gives hi ..

i_n improved health, correspond] ncy. Cash b ' ts are lowered
- js, due to relief expenditures and loi isation carrying cosi .

(ov
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One specific instance of financial benefits may be cited. In 1920, in

a lead smelter of a certain industry, there were 64 lead poisoning cases
among 400 employees. By an industrial hygiene program, these were eliminal

so that in the last ten years not a single aase has appeared. Frequency and

severity of accients vere lowered, with a saving of compensation costs of

$40,000 per year.

The greatest losses to industry do not cone from occupational disease,
or from accidents, but from preventable diseases which can be lessened by a

broad public health approach, in which every phase of work, normal!;/ done by-

active local health departments has a place. It includes venereal disease
control, tuberculosis control, cancer, heart disease, dental hygiene, nutrition,
mental hygiene and all the services carried on by the sanitary engineer. V.'ater

and milk supply, waste disposal and general food sanitation play a oart.

The strengthening of general public health services in the community is

an essential oart of the industrial hygiene program.

It is this total approach which we are attempting to ^ncourage-through
research, by demonstration, by education-so that the 56 million' workers in
industry may benefit from sound practice of public health activities.

(?

i
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MALARIA — GENERAL. ASPECTS'

by

Dr. L. L. Williams and Dr. Trawick Stubbs,

Malaria Control in War Areas,,. Atlanta, Ga.

Malaria is a term applied to a group of diseases caused by certal n

organisms known as the malaria parasites. These diseases are characterized

by regular recurrence of fever at definite intervals of 2U, 4-8, and 72 hours.

Malaria is carried by mosquitoes but not all mosquitoes. There are

approximately 1500 species of mosquitoes, which are separated into two

groups - malaria carrying and all others. The malaria mosquito is the

Anopheles. The Anopheles Quadrimaculatus is the common eastern U. S,

malaria carrying mosquito. It has four black spots on the . All
Anopheles have body and beak and thorax in the same straight line as they
roost. Only certain anopheline species can be infected; of those that

carry mal i in the la tory, only a few are important vectors in nature.
There are nine known Anopheles in the United States. The mosquitoes find

the bedrobi snt place to eat a meal. During daylight hours the
.Anopheles Quadrimacul ar.r- s doesn't usually bite. She is active from dusk
to dawn frequently f on people as they sleep.

In this country .much malaria is man-made. Man's efforts usually dam
up streams,, make pits along the highways, and make railway fills. Left
normally alon rould have very little malaria in this country. In the
case of hydro electric plants when a freely flowing stream is dammed up the
trees start to die, sunlight comes in, vegetation gathers, and quadriraaculatus
takes over the place. It is only necessary for a person with- the malaria
parasite in his blood to come into this area, and be bitten, for the whole
cycle of malaria to start functioning.

The T. V. A. have demonstrated that if malaria is man-made, it can
man-controlled. They have an outstanding malaria control program in operation
in which the public health officer, the nurse, the engineer, the entomologist
cooperate to get results. Remember in all your plans for control of mosquito^:
that the flight range of the Anopheles Quadrimaculatus , the malaria mosquito,
is about one mile. It roosts in dark places near habitations and hit^s al1

at night. It feeds principally upon human beings, preferring to catch them
while they are asleep. We take advantage of this habit and screen the hon

as a protection against malaria.

Malaria parasites are minute protozoa, which require two hosts, man and
the anopheline mosquito. In man, the parasites live in thp red blood cells
where they multiply asexually. To complete the development of the life cycle
of the parasite in the ANOPffSLSS mosquito, (sexual process) takes from 8 to
14 days.

If public health officers can successfully break this chain of develop-
ment, this cycle of man-parasite-mosquito, man then can control malaria.
Some of the engineering principles involved will be discussed by the nublic
health engineers.

(over)



The economic cost of malaria in the United States is great. In the

amount of sickness and suffering-, the loss of time and efficiency, the

expense, the lowered vitality of those afflicted and in the reduction of

valuation of property, malaria is without a rival among the diseases
affecting man.

As the tropics are approached, the control of malaria becomes often

a labor problem of the first importance. For centuries it has continued
to hinder the progress of semi-tropical and tropical countries.

In the United States, after a long experience with many mill owners

.

and industrialists, the figure which I have arrived at, and which satisfies
me is that with two malaria infections a year, in the sixteen southeastern
States alone, it costs the United States $500,000,000 3 year to have .malaria.

Definite and substantial financial losses have been found in industrial
plants operating in localities of hi gh malaria incidence. The managers
of the cotton mills at Roanoke Rapids, North Carolina, reported a loss of

efficiency of 4-0 to (.0 per cent among the employees during bur malaria
months, -

The Tennessee V-allfj .Authority has organized and placed into operation*-
a very successful pirn to control malaria in t he areas where water has beer^_

impounded . :.ck of the power and navigation dams over t

Tennessee watershed

.

To' coutrbl the transraxssion of mosquito-borne diseases, we attack the
mosquito aT its 1 iinerable point, in its larval stage in the wat

Whenever possible we drain to eliminate the breeding places. If this is
not possible we use, larvacidcs. The anopheles larva feeds on minute green

ae so we dust the. surface of the water with Paris green, as its tiny
green particles closely resemble the algae. The larvae devour it and die
at once. Paris green may be put out by hand duster, a power blower or
from an airplane. To control the production of larvae, which feed below
the surface, we spray a toxic oil on the water. As it gets into their
breathing tubes it paralyses and kills them. The cost of malaria control
is not excessive, and any community which desires may rid itself of mos-
quitos.
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FEDERAL HOUSING

by

Mi Allen Pond, P. A. Sanitary Engineer (r)

Rational Institute of Health

On February 2.U, 19U2, President Roosevelt, by executive order, created

the National Housing Agency, bringing within, its administrative framework 16

separate departments of the Federal Government that had been concerned with

various aspects of housing. N.H.A. is subdivided into the following branches
whose principal functions are noted: (l) Federal Public Housing Authority
(development, construction, and operation of public housing projects); (2)

Federal Housing Administration (guaranteeing mortgages for new construction
by private enterprise ) ;and (3) Federal Home Loan Bank Administration (loan-

ing money to owners for rehabilitation, repairs, and replacements to private

property)

.

N.H.A. and F.P.F.A. have decentralized organizations with regional
offices in ten cities (Boston. New York, Washington, Cleveland, Chicago,

Atlanta, Fort Worth, Kansas City
4
San Francisco, and Seattle).

ivarF.P.H.A. is responsible for the development of a large, part of the .

housing program, and, as of February 28, 19^3. had assigned 393»237 dwelling
units for construction. Of these, 121.820 or 31,-° were already occupied, and

205,065 or 52/o were under contract. As of the same date a total of 603,377
dwelling units had been assigned for development by all public agencies
(including clum-clearance and defense housing projects built before the war
by the Federal Works Agency) , The total cost of the entire public housing
program to February 28, I9L.3 , had been $1,818,116,000.

The Public Health Servi • soon after F.P.H.A. had been
organized to detail personnel to serve as liaison officers .n the two
agencies. At present three^ Service representatives are on detail full-
time to F.P.H.A. The Public Health Service has also been asked to -operate

infirmaries built in conjunction with F.P.H.A. dormitory projects. All
district directors are consultants t -

r "ional directors of

the Authority.

Consultative servic : furnished F.P.H.A. regional and local
representatives on a wide variety of health problems associated with pub-
lic housing: water supply, sewage disposal, site selection, and other
aspects of environmental sanitation, medic?~l. 1, and nursing ser-
vices, health eduoation, and nutrition. In order to extend the sanitary
•.ngineering services of the Public Health Service tr> F.P.H.A., the
Commissioner of the latter, Mr. rich, has recently requested
the Surgeon General to detail a sanitary engineer liaison officer to wo

in each regional office of F.P.H.A.

The health program of F.P.H.A. has bc^n developed about the local health
department. If local services ar< not availabli , housing rs are
referred to State health officers. Only regional directors of F.P.H.A. huve
the authority to call upon the Public Health Service for assistance. 'The

enly direct services that the Public Health Service offers F.P.H.A. at the
local level concern the operation of inf irmaries.



«
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INTAL HYGIE1

by

Lter J. Pelten, Dental Surgeon, U.S.PJI.S.

Ou is fori - Division and v:e seek

to set ud dental programs in State health departments so that the principles
and practj eeth in all age groups nay be

under s *

departraenl i Tying on the
dental pre Sometimes central -r private prac-
titioner offices rices.

The best and most success; inancial support
of the local community is ha plan, *

St£ or coordinates -rams in the
State,

Dental examinations by themselves are i iro-

gram but an original examination may be justified to de.aonstiate the need
and start a program. The remedial program is the important thing to ke
in mind, and educational material emphasizing the diet, tooth brushing,
etc. are su lental to the job to con trellis by early and

ular attention by a dentist.

In soma States, for instant LaroJ ina- it j.s standard practice
'to include a dentis :ne of the fi~ in th local health uni J

".

in order to demonstrate the principles ; throughout tne State and
thereby more quickl; i about dental health,

"The school is not in tl 31 he ] ctice o.f medicine, nor
is it a public health agency : 00I is 'obligated vO teach facts.
The facts in dental health abo'i.1 there can be no douot are few-.

Beyond a fev; truisms ?ne t • involved with thee and attitudes rather
than facts.

"(l) One may teac home care of the teeth is aesirable, but
it cannot be relied upon to prevent decay, Brus teeth should be
encouraged to the same extent and for about the "easons that washing
the hands and combing the hair are encouraged. One nui it that clean
teeth do decay and tha ho ure tooth brushes should not be assured
of sound teeth. There is ence, neverthele: - ush

11 help prevent and control certain es of the' gums

<

"(2) One may sa; and develop-
ment of ti s child are I c be beneficial for the teeth. One
may suggest that the refined carbohydrates in anyone ; s diet should be
reduced to a minimum and that candy should Lminated« Evidence may be
presented that decay can be markedly arrested through ohe restriction of
simple surgars in diets which are either adequate or inadequate from a
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nutritional standpoint. The school lunchroom should be scanned to eliminate

the health-cheating" foods such as chocolate milk (which has had water and

sugar added and the cream removed). Nuts, raisins, and popcorn may be sug-

gested as good substitutes for desserts in which carbohydrates predominate.
UVhile college freshmen have improved in height, weight, and most other physical
conditions during the past 10 years, their teeth have shown a marked deteri-
oration.

"(3) One may cite scientists to the effect that proper nrenatal
attention is of paramount importance for the development of both mother and
infant, but it is doubtful whether it can in any way alter the tooth "struc-

ture of the offspring.

"(4.) One may exhibit recei.'tlj, developed calcification charts which
indicate that the pertnanei ' dc not form until after the child is born.

They will show you that the crowns cf the permanent teeth a:.'e usually
completely formed by 3 years of age I

:
: si' oi he 3rd mo]ars). They

provide the basis for the attitude t I ;th have erupted they have
jusi as good or just a^ bad a sti as they are going to have for the

rest rf their life.

"(5) The most important health 1 nabit which can be acquired an indi-^"

vidual is early and frequent dental 3ai = Afte-i alT, t-ht, only effect]? Y£

means of combating the ultimate result ntal caries is ic remove all
the carious material and reconstruct the to th in' such - to minimize
the possibility of recurrence. Studies of groups show that the more
filling there are, the fewer are the extra colons. A recent r:udy'of dental
conditions of drafted men reveaif Ldhbod the f'ejeotable men had
certain characteristics differentiating the ;'m the acceptable men.. Those
who had been rejected had a higher caries experience but a smaller number
cf teeth filled; hence a larger number 0" i st.

"(6) Irregularities of the i stated ai akely to
result from sucking fingers and similar mouth habits.

"(7) One may also call abtentioi id^ertijemants which influence
readers to believe that if they wall on certain dentifrice, they
need have no further concern about their t , *.

n (8) Finally, one may suggea : chilirc 1 1 led to think of the
dentist as a friend, not as a man to be feared.

"A dental urogram is act complete
"

! ovir-ijn i.--
n

- for
dental corrections or the problem-solvi! -t of dental health education.
If the schools were conducting den rams, the solution would be
simple* Since the schools lac 1

-; t] :age in corrective pro-
grams, it seems, then, that tl ' Luencing their
charges to seek dent&L care,"



Abstract of and Excerpts from Lecture on

1GULATI0NS - SICK AND ANNUAL LEAVE

by

;ter J. Marier, U. S. Public Health Service

Co; Dned officers of the Public Health Service on •

Lowed one month's leave of absence per year at tha rate of 2h '

month. Unused leave may be allowed to accumulate up to a total o r

Commissioned officers are charged with leave for ever;

lications for leave shall be in the form of a letter and si

Surgeon General and forwarded through t he superior of the

Derned.

A request for leave .should state the number of days desired and tj

stive date of such leave. The officer in charge of a station may
ves of absence for periods not to exceed seven days. Leaves of absen

in excess of seven days must be approved by the Surgeon General. In c
of emergency or when time will not permit the usual procedure in requei

leave, requests may be made by telegraph at the expense of the office?
questing leave. Should reply by telegraph be also necessary, it wil?. ij

^e be at the expense of the officer. An officer granted a leave of

required to report to the Surgeon General the probable date of hi;

and should advise of his address while on leave and should also r

anges therein. An officer who has received orders transferrin to

ne7
.\ station and desiring to travel by any method or over any routi r I

that generally accepted as the most expeditious should make written reqi

in advance for leave to cover any excess tra ir^l time necessary. Such

ay be granted only by the Surgeon General.

Copies of requests for leave and statements of all leave granted
attached to the officer's pa;" voucher :

por the month in which the
taken,

SICK LEAVE

Commissioned officers are granted sick leave whenever the;.

"orm their duties on account of sic 'ness or injury. Sick 1 • ann
granted in advance. All sick leave must be approved by the Surgeon
The procedure to be followed in regard to sick leave is as follows:

Leer is unable to perforin his duties on account of sickness or ii
;

LI immediately advise his superior officer,
of time he will be inc oac bated. Upon return to duty he shall
the Surgeon General through his superior officer a request for si :

ring his absence together r/ith a medical certificate .

• ist be furnished wit!' every request for sick leave regardl
e t of the absence . If it is impossible to secure a certifi.-

of the Service or some other physician, or if no
.ace, the officer requesting leave may substiti

nor as to his condition.

If the disability or sickness extends beyond the last d

-.11 make request for leave on the first
1_

. h •
• that it may be approved and copies of thf

•' iter's pay voucher.
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INSTRUCTIONS TO COMMISSIONED OFFICERS ON TRAVEL

by

Mr. Edward Ardosscr - U.S.P.H.S.

Travel performed in 'Accordance with officii.! travel authorizations
received by the employee must always be made by the most economical means
available and care should be exorcised in incurring expenses as the Govern-
ment cannot reimburse travellers for any excess costs but only those expenses
essential to the transacting of official business.

Authority to travel is the first requisite of the employee and his trans-
portation will include all necessary official travel on railroads, airlines,
steamboats s street cars, and other usual means of conveyances. See paragraph
8 of S.G.T.R. Civilian employees are also entitled to a per diem allowance
in lieu of subsistence, which allowance includes all charges for meals, lodg-

ings, tips, etc. See paragraph I4I4. of S.G.T.R. Commissioned officers do not
receive a per diem allowance.

Travellers, both commissioned and civilian, should make application for
books of transportation requests which should be used when possible for all
transportation accommodations including railroad, bus, air, steamship, and
pullman (except in case of commissioned officers) accommodations where the
amount is in excess of one dollar. Sec paragraphs 17 to 21 of S.G.T.R.
No travel expenses are allowed any employees while at their official station
or designated post of duty.

Comma sioned Officers

In accordance with law, commissioned officers receive a mileage allowance
at the rate of eight cents a mile, the distances to bo computed by the short-
est usually travelled route.- They should use transportation requests for rail
(not pullman), bus, or water transportation, .A deduction of three cents a
mile is made when such transportation requests ara asod and the officer
receives five cents a mile fre -. which all expenses of traveller are to be paid
including pullman aocommoaa-oions, meals, lodgings, oa.„ If travel is per-
formed in a privately owned auto for which no special authority" is necessary,
the officer receives the full mileage allowance of eight cents per mile.

Commissioned Officers '< mileage voucher Form 1071 Revised and 1071-A
Revised, should be prepared in accordance with the sample attached giving
dates, places, and kind of transportation furnished as shown under "note."
The voucher should be signed by the pay^e giving his full name and title and
should be accompanied by two certified copies of his travel authorization
together with any white copies of transportation requests used during the
period involved and sent to the Surgeon General, U. S. Public Health Service

.

Computation of distances will be made after the voucher is received in the
Transportation Section. Travel should bo made to such places as are shown
in the travel authorization. If by reason the exigencies of this Service
require travel to points not listed in the travel authorization, the mileage
voucher must be accompanied by a certificate signed by the traveller in
accordance with the attached sample. When commissioned officers are assigned
to duty that is only possible by movement within a certain district and such
dista.nces arc inconsiderable and absence from the station or headquarters is
during the ordinary business hours of the day, the payment of mileage is net
authorized nor is the payment of subsistence authorized. He is entitled, how-
ever, to transportation only or reimbursement of the cost thereof.

(over)
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"The maintenance of cordial, cooperative relations with the other
branches of the Government is a duty of all officers. When in a foreign
country, an officer should establish cordial relationships with the 3.1

diplomatic and consular officers of the United States. If at the
Capitol he should call upon the U. S. Ambassador or Minister, and the
adult members of their families, as well as upon the American Consul
and his family,

"Strictly speaking the Public Health Service is not a military
organization although a large number of its officers are on duty
directly with the Army and Navy or in work closely associated with
the military services. Service officers are commissioned by the
President and constitute a uniformed commissioned corps whose organi-
zation and discipline are patterned along quasi military lines.

Officers are directed to pay the proper courtesies to officers of all
other uniformed services and to acknowledge salutes and other courts*. .

.

sies extended to them by other personnel in uniform."

(

t
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lTIOHAL OPPORTUNITIES FOR PUBLIC HEALTH PROGRESS

by

Dr. Abel VJblman, April 18, I9J4I

" ;.' particular comments today, I might best describe as largely
philosophic? 1 in nature

"In defense preparations and war tine periods, the old, still
accepted, clear-cut distinction between preventive and curative medicine
disappears.' Nobody is any longer interested in preserving the distinction,
either in the military or in the civilian group. The -object is to pre-
serve health. It does not matter whether it falls into public health
practice, or private medicine. We will find during the next five or ten
years, if our defense program continues, that we are little restrained
by that distinction.

"Remember, what you accomplish rests on public understanding and
acceptance. A successful code of hygienic life cannot be ere. -ted out of

a vacuum and applied like a poultice to the men and women of the United
States. Doctor Parran described the public health situation in the

country as exemplified by the draft, as a 'national disgrace'. For the

first time in history. I believe, there is a realization on the part of

all people that wcr and defense arc truly total in nature. Now, the
Army and Navy cannot bo adequately prepared without the complete raising
of the population to a high public health level,

"Nutrition is one of the most fruitful fields for future public
health endeavor. Your job is not only an engineering job, a medical job
and a nursing job. It is a true social service. The public was never
so demanding as it is today of equality of social benefits for all the
people. There has been r\ demand for the universalization of medical

The Public Health Service has been the major crusader in a

ccful social revolution. Housing is the major challenge of the future.

"'Sanitation, which I call the orthodox underpinning with respect to
the health movement, is sometimes lost sight of because its foundation is
concealed.

"Training and education are a primary part of your activity. I

think I am correct ii saying that the United States is the last largo
country left in the world where people are still taught to seek out the
truth. It is still possible to teach year in and year out in our schools,

; consider to be the truth, in science, in history, in economics
-nd in political science,

u have one cf the grandest opportunities of the deca.de to
crystallize feder; 1 nd State relations in public health administration.

th somewhat more money and expansion of personnel, there are two things
that ?rc important in that particular relationship. "

(over)
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"Strengthen that very fine federal-state relationship, which the
Public Health Service has exemplified for over one-half a century. The
Service type, of relations with the States has been almost the only one
upon which wo, working in the National Resources Planning Agencies, have
fallen back upon as an example of how to do the job right, I say to

this new group, 'Don't let the Service down'. By that process, through
which the Service operated, each person will feel that his local and his
State's rights are recognized, supported and strengthened by the federpl
Public Health Service.

' l Thc time has come to recognize that we Have not democratized the
benefits of public health. Here is a time to do it, under the stress,
under the drama, and under the force of necessity,"
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